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 Through historic archival research, this study focuses on the works of Florida 
architect Addison Mizner (1872-1933), credited with bringing Spanish/Mediterranean 
Revival architecture to Palm Beach, Florida in the early 20
th
 century.  This thesis is the 
first to study the works of Addison Mizner through the perspective of his personal 
scrapbooks.  In a state of advanced deterioration, Mizner’s scrapbooks are currently 
housed in Society of the Four Arts, King Library in Palm Beach, Florida.  While a rare 
and treasured source of their own accord, the importance of the scrapbooks is elevated by 
the fact that many of Mizner’s buildings have been demolished, severely altered, or are 
inaccessible to the public.  As a result, it is difficult to experience Mizner’s works first 
hand through his remaining buildings.   
 The absence of an in-depth study on Mizner’s personal scrapbooks leaves a gap in 
Mizner scholarship.  This research reveals how the Mizner scrapbooks present his mode 
of thought and design intent, and how they serve as a pictorial narration of the workings 
of an architect in a very primitive Florida with few resources beyond his own 
innovations.  In addition, this study will show how the scrapbooks refute long-standing 
views of Mizner’s lack of architectural acumen, a product of Modernism’s mid-century 
coup.  Through the lens of selected scrapbooks, specific focus is also given to his 
  
practices in the procurement and reproduction of furniture and architectural details.  
Considering the fragile nature of the scrapbooks, it is hopeful that this thesis will not only 
spark a renewed interest in all things Mizner, but will advance an awareness and urgency 
for continued preservation of this treasured primary source and his remaining buildings. 
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Introduction 
 
When we ask, “What endures and why?” we enter a different dimension 
than when we ask “What’s new and why?”  There is perhaps more to be 
learned from what people cherish and refuse to part with than there is to be 
gleaned from what they are willing to sacrifice or change radically.  What 
they conserve has a far more pervasive influence and is at least as telling 
an aspect of their underlying values as what they discard in favor of the 
novel, the fashionable, or the avant-garde. 
    — Sally Kitt Chappell, architectural historian 
 
 The examination of the question “What endures and why?” holds significance as 
society vacillates in valuing the built environment.  These determinations lead to the 
preservation or loss of structures, guiding us into further analysis of how extant 
architecture and material objects become a reflection of cultural values.  It opens the door 
for the interpretation of what remains as a method towards understanding, and often 
dispelling, previously held beliefs.  In the case of early 20th century Florida architect, 
Addison Mizner (1872-1933), whose works have long suffered through demolitions, 
there has been a long standing discourse (and silence) regarding the architectural 
soundness of his design ability, his methods, and his qualifications.   
 This circumstance stems from two conditions.  First, it is not possible to write 
about Mizner without acknowledging his reputation as a social architect and land 
speculator.  While this aspect is not the focus of this study, it is relevant in plotting the 
course of Mizner’s architectural influence in Florida.  With no formal training or 
schooling, Mizner’s reception by the formal architectural community has been 
historically lukewarm at best.  In 1918, he became a licensed architect in Florida but was 
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not required to take the standard exam because of his vast experience.
1
  His appearance in 
architectural journals is nearly non-existent.  Mizner himself evaded any serious 
architectural dialog in his autobiography The Many Mizners published in 1932.  Filled 
with sarcastic wit, Mizner narrates his youth growing up in a large family in Benicia, 
California, his travels in Central America, and his early years as an architect and interior 
designer.  It is nothing short of shocking to read this architectural giant’s humble opinion 
of himself stating, “The family sent me to schools and universities, far and yon; but there 
was no use.  I was just dumb.”2  He tells nothing of his early projects as a poor apprentice 
with architect Willis Polk in San Francisco (1893-1896), but rather informs the reader of 
a late night escapade with Polk, stealing the neighbor’s wood to burn in the fireplace of 
their shared house.  Later in New York, he downplays a project he took over from 
another architect with a displeased client, stating, “At least it gave me something to show, 
for you couldn’t point with pride to a few old brown stone fronts you had made over into 
apartments, or a brick front warehouse.”3  He quickly moves on to narrate the happenings 
at a society party he attended with renowned architect, Stanford White, deeming it a 
boring affair filled with formalities and courtly manners.  Despite his preference to tell 
witty stories, his scrapbook clippings show a clear fervor for current architectural 
publications such as Architectural Record as well as his devotion to the intricacies of 
Spanish/Mediterranean Old World architecture. 
 Architects and journalists often viewed developers like Mizner as land speculators 
looking to make money from wealthy investors with grand promises of development, 
some of which, despite Mizner’s good intentions, is fact.  As a result, several biographers 
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chose to focus on his business dealings, social connections, and lifestyle.
4
  In 1953, a 
short time before the demolition of many of Mizner’s largest projects, Alva Johnston 
published his book The Legendary Mizners.  He states the merits of Mizner’s practice, 
but with undertones of criticism for its lack of technical quality, a demon Mizner’s legacy 
is always battling.  Johnston writes, “Addison had an eye for beauty, a creative instinct, 
and a gift for inspiring his craftsmen, but he had to hire other brains for everything 
between the conception and the finishing touches.  His methods gave considerable 
justification to the charge that he was not an architect but a painter, a façade sketcher, a 
scene designer.”5  Another biographer, Caroline Seebohm, while recognizing Mizner’s 
great talent, approaches his story with a starry-eyed perspective, highlighting his frailties 
and eccentricities.
6
  It is the combination and frequency of writers presenting Mizner in 
this singular light that has perhaps kept him from more serious architectural 
consideration.  In many ways, Mizner brought this legacy on himself by operating outside 
of the typical architect mold.  Until the late 1970’s, the impact of his work was over 
shadowed by the tabloid aspect of his life.  In 1977, an exhibit at the Norton Gallery of 
Art in Palm Beach titled Addison Mizner: Architect of Dreams and Realities brought his 
architectural genius back into the spotlight, paving the way for a resurgence in popularity 
of Mizner and his Spanish/Mediterranean Revival style.
7
  
 The second condition contributing to the suffering of Mizner’s posthumous 
reputation was the birth of Modernism.  Mizner’s eclectic Spanish/Mediterranean Revival 
architecture set Florida, particularly Palm Beach, in architectural motion in the 1920’s, 
bringing a building infrastructure of supplies and trades.  Florida was in its architectural 
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infancy, with much of the state unexplored or developed.  While this birth of a definitive 
architecture celebrated Mizner’s eclecticism (historicism), the 1930s brought the gradual 
advancement of Modernism in America.  As this new movement reached its architectural 
apogee in the mid-century, historicism like Mizner’s was viewed as a relic of the past by 
the architect establishment.  European modernists such as Le Corbusier freely expressed 
their disdain for old world styles.
8
   
 As early as the 1910’s, influences of the modernist movement were appearing in 
Florida.  Architects such as Henry John Klutho and Frank Lloyd Wright introduced the 
Prairie School of architecture to Jacksonville and Lakeland, respectively.
9
  The Sarasota 
School, established by Walter Gropius student, Paul Rudolph, became a vehicle of 
modernism that evolved throughout the 1940’s and 50’s on Florida’s west coast.  For 
Mizner, historicism was about translating the Old World elements of the 15
th
 and 16
th
 
centuries into a modern-living architectural dialogue, rather than re-inventing a historic 
style.  In a rare statement, he defines his design philosophy that he sought to translate into 
reality: 
There should be no mechanics in art.  Art should be a restful thing – a 
state of mind where one has forgotten the T-square and the dividers.  
Ninety percent of the beautiful old things in Europe were done before 
machinery was invented.  In those days, architectural forms were cut out 
by hand and by eye.  Everything in a house should be made a part of the 
harmony of restful pleasing lines.
10
 
 
 The machines of modernism held no romance for Mizner, as his approach to architecture 
came from his soul, inspired by the romance and tranquility of the Old World.  
5 
 
 
Figure 1.  El Mirasol, Palm Beach, Florida. Built in1919, demolished in 1959.  (Photo by Frank 
E. Geisler in  Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner by Addison Mizner, 1928 pg. 153.) 
 The mid-century was a time when many of Mizner’s most significant works, 
especially his massive residential projects, suffered demolition or extreme alteration (fig. 
1).  Indeed, as recently as 2009, Mizner’s last significant project, 14,000 square foot La 
Ronda in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania met  the wrecking ball.
11
  Today, remaining 
buildings are largely privately-owned, have limited access through private club 
membership, or are scarcely recognizable as Mizner’s work.12  A first-hand 
understanding and appreciation of Addison Mizner and his architectural legacy is 
difficult to achieve through these extant works.  In contrast, what does remain are his 
archives, personal library, and scrapbooks housed in two Palm Beach repositories:  The 
King Library at The Society of the Four Arts, and the Historical Society of Palm Beach 
County (HSPBC).  While these primary sources have been utilized in notable academic 
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histories on Mizner’s life and his wealthy clients, an in-depth analysis on the content of 
his scrapbooks has yet to surface.
13
   
 The collection of 25 scrapbooks is a direct product of Mizner’s thoughts, travels, 
and inspirations, organized by subject matter.  Mizner was a “hands-off” architect and 
designer, leaving documentation and most technical details to his staff.  He preferred to 
work in the field directing and training the trades, monitoring the progress, and adding his 
own touches.  As a result, many documents in the repositories are largely devoid of his 
personal hand.  For this reason, the scrapbooks serve as a valuable source towards further 
understanding not only his ardor for creating an Old World Spanish Riviera on the shores 
of Palm Beach, Florida, but also to validate his unsurpassed architectural aptitude in this 
genre.   
 Selected accessible scrapbooks (11 of 25) were germane to his work in Palm 
Beach, and will be the focus in this study (see Appendix).  Largely filled with photos 
from auction catalogs, postcards, and magazine clippings, the scrapbooks reveal some of 
Mizner’s specific working processes:  an architect’s modus operandi of searching, 
collecting data, and acting on the findings.  The collection provides insight into his 
abilities as an interior designer, a topic that has received little attention to date.  Current 
appreciation and knowledge of his work is concentrated within Florida art and design 
circles, mostly in Palm Beach.  The scrapbooks offer the opportunity to reinforce his 
credibility and illuminate the significance of his contributions to architectural history for 
a wider audience.  
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Chapter 1: Addison Mizner, Outside of the Architect’s Box: 
An Uncommon Journey of Beginnings and Influences 
  
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
   
 
  
 Addison Cairns Mizner was born in Benicia, California on December 12, 1872, 
the seventh child of prominent California parents (fig.2).  His heritage included a nobility 
of politicians, lawyers, military officers, and a painter.  In 1888, at the age of 15, an event 
occurred that would many times over shape the course of his life.  In his autobiography, 
The Many Mizners, Addison tells the story of how he suffered a serious leg injury after 
playfully jumping over a fire and landing in a ditch.  The result was many months of bed 
rest during which he learned to paint by watercolor.
1
  Developing this skill sparked his 
artistic interests, leading him into a life-long study of design development, scale, and 
proportion.  He would later use these skills in the minutest of sketches on the back of 
newspaper or magazine clippings, which were often only for his eyes (fig. 3). 
Figure 2.  Addison Mizner (1872-
1933).  Photo ca. 1920’s.                
(http://www.miznerindustries.com/hist
ory/history.asp.  Accessed 
07/12/2014) 
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 In 1889, his father, Lansing Bond Mizner became a high ranking diplomat to 
Central America.  At 16, Addison reluctantly moved to Guatemala with his parents, 
gaining his first exposure to Spanish culture and architecture.  He received tutoring in the  
Spanish language, another advantageous skill that he would use extensively in his travels 
as an architect and antiquities procurer.  Amidst the violent revolution and chaos of 
Guatemala City, Mizner became deeply captivated with Spanish architecture and 
interiors.  He writes about the ancient ruins leaving “an indelible picture on my mind of 
what was once the glory of a great and vanished civilization…,” activating a sense of 
romance and adventure that would follow him throughout his career.
2
   
 
Figure 3.  Watercolor by Addison Mizner, notation on back: San Salvador, 1890.  (Photo by author 
from scrapbook titled Spain and its Provinces) 
11 
 
  Mizner’s parents returned him to California to begin his higher education only to 
be rejected by the University of California.  At 21, he decided to attend college at the 
University of Salamanca in Spain.  In less than a year, he abandoned school all together, 
however, his quixotic dreams of romantic Mediterranean architecture were born.  He next 
accompanied his older brother, William, on a trip to China, returning with a commitment 
to architecture that resulted in an apprenticeship in 1893 with San Francisco architect 
Willis Polk.
3
  It was here that Mizner received his most formal training, realizing his 
failure as a student created a pathway for learning of a different kind: 
 I was working hard, and took architecture very seriously.  Willis had a 
good, though small library; and wherein I had not been a worker at school, 
I became an absorbed student.  Even through later frivolities, I put in a 
specified amount of labor at the drawing board, and at all odd moments 
you could find me with a book in my hand.
4
 
 
   In 1893, Addison Mizner also attended the Columbian Exposition in Chicago.  
Exposed to works by premier Beaux Arts-trained architects such as Richard Morris Hunt 
and McKim, Mead, and White, Mizner’s only comment in his autobiography about the 
World’s Fair is that he went and he knew hundreds of people.  He quickly moves on to 
tell a story about how he was assigned to be a chaperone of a young lady and her 
gentleman friend by the mother of Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., Mrs. Grace Greene 
Alexander.  This narrative follows the theme of Mizner’s writings, interviews, and 
personal interactions, lacking in any serious discourse on architecture.  It stands in stark 
contrast to the items he collected for his scrapbooks for over thirty years.  One begins to 
understand the illusiveness of the serious architect in Addison Mizner and appreciate the 
un-trumpeted nature of his practice. 
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 Over the next 10 years, Mizner’s life drifted from Alaskan gold mining, to artistic 
painting, Australian boxing, commodities importing, and Guatemalan antiquities 
procurement.  A sinuous pattern of high living and destitution followed him all of his life.  
However, prior to coming to Palm Beach in 1918, Mizner established himself as a society 
architect in New York, garnering the important relationships that would carry him 
through his Florida years.  He was introduced to Stanford White of McKim, Mead, and 
White who passed on a few small projects to Mizner.  Holding the architect profession to 
the highest esteem, Mizner’s adulation for White was borne as he listened to this architect 
unyieldingly share his expertise with Mizner the Novice.
5
   
 Mizner’s autobiography does not inform us about his work in the New York 
years, another missed opportunity for Mizner to tout his own professional 
accomplishments.  Rather, a local newspaper by H. K. Landis provides details on his 
projects from 1911 to 1914.  Chronicling a timeline of an eclectic mix of styles, the 
articles describe Mizner’s projects, which engendered every type of architecture to which 
his travels had exposed him:  Spanish, Norman, Japanese, and even Klondike mining 
town from his Alaska gold mining days.  In addition, he honed his skills in landscaping, 
preferring to do the landscape design for each project, seeing it as an integral extension of 
the house design (a quintessential Florida concept).
6
  All of these experiences would 
serve him well for his architectural zenith yet to come in Palm Beach, Florida. 
 At the age of 45, Mizner’s time in New York ended as World War I created a 
shortage of supply, labor, and commissions.  His leg was re-injured, so in need of 
recuperation, he headed south.  Here his published autobiography ends. 
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Chapter 2:  Spanish/Mediterranean Revival Architecture 
 
Introduction  
 
 Spanish/ Mediterranean Revival style is a convergence of historic Spanish (New 
World and Old World), Venetian, Gothic, Moorish, and North African architecture.
1
  In 
the early 20
th
 century, the strength of each of these categories varied by architect, region, 
and client preference.  In California, this style leaned towards the 
Spanish/Mexican/Franciscan mission style, having a rustic craftsman quality.  Arizona 
and New Mexico took this same approach but with a nod towards desert American 
Indian, featuring flat roofs and adobe walls.  Florida, strongly influenced by the early 
Spanish explorers, became fertile ground for Old World Gothic and Renaissance 
architecture with nuances from Central America.  Addison Mizner had a particular 
affinity for 15
th
 and 16
th
 century Spanish architecture stemming from his boyhood and 
early adulthood travels in Central America and Spain.  His early Palm Beach homes 
reflected his adaptation of the Spanish castle to the 20
th
 century needs of his wealthy 
clients.  With each new project, Mizner blended increasing amounts of Venetian, Gothic 
and Moorish elements, with his Spanish style remaining at the core of the design.  
 At this junction, it is important to understand the early 20
th
 century artistic climate 
and the variation of interpretation of the Revival style.  There was an unyielding devotion 
among revivalist architects and scholars to reproduce the rustic nature of the original 
Spanish/Mediterranean house, Mizner included.  Architectural journalism at the time 
suggests an austere approach, leaving excessive ornamentation behind.  Two prominent 
15 
 
authors of Mizner’s time wrote extensively about the Spanish/Mediterranean Revival 
style, each outlining specific characteristics with scholarly precision:   Rexford Newcomb 
(1886-1968), A.I.A. architect, author, and Professor of Architecture at the University of 
Illinois (1918-1954), and Matlack Price (1887-1962), architectural critic, teacher, and 
former editor of Architectural Record.  Under their specifications, a built environment 
was qualified as having the charm and authenticity to join the ranks of this style.  
 A frequent reader of architectural journals and an extraordinarily well-travelled 
man, Mizner honored the Spanish simplicity in his architecture with conservative 
embellishments limited to main entrance doorways, window surrounds, column capitals, 
and pilasters.  However, Mizner boldly combined Mediterranean styles and experimented 
with textures, materials, and colors, where academic purists would not.  This undoubtedly 
explains the lack of recognition he received from Newcomb and Matlack.  In Newcomb’s 
1927 book, The Spanish House for America, not only does he strictly advise against the 
use of colors on the exteriors of Spanish style houses, but conversely features images of 
Mizner’s work as quintessential examples of specific details, giving him no credit with 
the exception of a generic statement of gratitude in the “Foreward.”2  In addition, his 
1928, 223-page pictorial, Mediterranean Domestic Architecture in the United States, is 
absent of Mizner’s work despite many photographs of projects by his schooled Florida 
architect peers.
3
  One could say Matlack Price offers some insight into this phenomenon 
by writing, “Florida is not a serious place” and that “At Palm Beach the architectural 
style is rather ‘set’ as compared with the more adventuresome work that is being done at 
Miami.”4  Compounded with the fact that Mizner lacked formal training or academic 
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credentials, it is evident that the scholarly set could not accept Mizner as their architect 
equal.  Price additionally declares eclecticism like Mizner’s synonymous with 
“uncertainty.”5  It is interesting to note that Matlack Price described the Gulf Stream Golf 
Club, just north of Palm Beach as “one of the most attractive informal Spanish-Italian 
adaptations that I know of in the country.  It has decided charm.”6  With no mention of 
Mizner as the architect, it is apparent that Price was unaware that, in 1923, Mizner 
designed the sprawling Club in just six hours.
7
   
 With these disparities in mind, the following sections provide a summary of the 
characteristics of Spanish/Mediterranean Revival style as it existed in the early 20
th
 
century, highlighting Mizner’s astute literacy in this architectural genre.  
 
House Plan 
 
 The central components of a Mediterranean Revival floor plan include three key 
elements: 
1.  Positioning the house to leverage the most beautiful vistas surrounding the property. 
2.  The creation of exterior corridors (arcades) to pass from one interior room to another.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
3.  Marrying the landscape with the structure to create outdoor rooms (patios).
8
   
In a rare extant floor plan of Mizner’s 1923 design for “The Towers”, home for William 
Woods, we see these three elements carried out (fig. 4).  The east façade faced the ocean, 
with front row views from the living room and dining room.  Rooms were elongated to 
take advantage of the views.  The west façade faced the secondary views of the extensive 
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gardens.  From multiple towers on the north and south ends, one could view flat Palm 
Beach with 360 degree vistas. Exterior colonnaded corridors ran north/south, passing 
through outdoor spaces and connecting the two wings of the house.  These outdoor 
spaces, called patios and loggias, became an extension of the home that were enjoyed 
year round.  While this plan is actually an H shape, Mizner carried out similar 
compositional themes in L and U shaped plans.  Replaced by a smaller house, “The 
Towers” was demolished sometime shortly after 1964.9  
 
Figure 4.  First Floor Plan, Residence for William Woods, “The Towers,” Palm Beach, 1923.  Pencil on 
drafting tissue by Addison Mizner. (Christina Orr-Cahall, Addison Mizner: Architect of Dreams and 
Realities, p. 26.) 
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Architecture 
 
Thus in trying to develop a house that was suited to Florida, my idea was first of all to fit 
the house to setting and to make people comfortable in it. 
— Addison Mizner 
  
 Many motives drive the fundamentals of Mediterranean Revival architecture, 
none more so than climate.  Specific features of this style address the issues of heat and 
light in southern climates.  Large shuttered windows for light control and ventilation, 
covered loggias, cooling patio fountains, and deep overhangs were all Mizner’s 
adaptations of the Spanish castle to tropical Florida.  Characterized by red barrel tile 
roofs, textured cement stucco exteriors, and arcaded walkways (fig.5), for Mizner, 
       
        Figure 5. “Casa Nana”, home for George Rasmussen, 1926, designed by Addison Mizner. 
(Photo by Frank E. Geisler in  Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner by Addison Mizner, 
1928 pg. 126.) 
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Mediterranean Revival was more than a recipe of architectural elements.  Articulately 
trained in the field through his travels to Spain and Central America, Mizner’s intensity 
to recreate the effect of the passage of time is evident at every turn: the worn, waxen 
finish of his tiles, the rusticity of his ironwork, and even the deliberate bowing of his 
beams.
10
  Unable to find materials that satisfied him, Mizner set up his own factories, 
called Mizner Industries, so he could personally train his trades in the art of aging.  A 
1926 Wall Street Journal article captures a typical Mizner moment on the construction 
site of his Cloisters Inn in Boca Raton, south of Palm Beach: 
 The job was nearly complete and looking splendid when in walked 
Addison Mizner with a hammer and instead of standing spellbound over 
the completed job he began using the hammer lustily chipping off pieces 
of the pillars, smashing a chunk out of the fireplace and hammering away 
at the walls.  When Mr. Mizner was all through, however, it was quite 
evident that he had given the place the desired appearance.  The pristine 
concrete had assumed the worn appearance of centuries and it was not 
only beautiful; it was art.
11
 
 
In many ways, this consciousness of effect has bypassed the Revivalist architect today.  
Materials are readily available from the factory already aged, an industry that Mizner 
invented himself despite his disdain for the modernist idea of mass production.   
 A centralized grand entry is another modern-day departure from the early 20
th
 
century Mediterranean Revival style.  Mizner remained true to the old Spanish castle 
style of flat main-entry facades with an offset main entrance, often with small windows 
varying in size and shape set into thick walls.  The elevation had many tiered levels 
created by towers, galleries, terraces, and balconies.  Ornamentation and decoration 
largely occurred within the interiors of the building.  While this was typical of the 
Spanish house, Mizner had his own philosophy: “What I would impress on people is not 
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to make their houses too ostentatious and too strong on the outside.  If they have money, 
let them keep it inside.”12  However, on frequent shopping trips to Europe, Mizner   
procured decorative architectural details, such as doorway and window pediments, as 
well as ironwork to embellish his exteriors and interiors.    
 To pass from the austere exterior to the grand interior is a breath-taking event.  
Groin vaults supported by columns, coffered and beamed ceilings painted with colorful 
motifs, carved paneling, and large doors and windows facing a courtyard, garden, or 
water vista created the Old World dream that wealthy Americans craved.  Gothic, 
Venetian, or Moorish archways lifted the interiors, creating open passage ways not only 
for effect, but for cooling airflow (fig. 6).  While Mizner used craftsmen to carve intricate 
designs into stone and concrete, he also developed a cast stone process so he could mass 
produce ornamental architectural details.  Often misunderstood and criticized for creating 
 
Figure 6.  “Villa Flora,” designed by Mizner in 
1923. (photo by Juergen Nogai, 2008, from The 
Mediterranean House in America, by Lauren 
Weiss Bricker, pg. 153). 
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chimerical interiors with these details, Mizner wanted his buildings to look like they had 
a story to tell, giving them the history they lacked:  “I sometimes start a house with a 
Romanesque corner, pretend that it has fallen into disrepair and been added to in the 
Gothic spirit, when suddenly the great wealth of the New World has poured in and the 
owner had added a very rich Renaissance addition.”13  Nearly every Revivalist builder 
and architect in Florida came to Mizner Industries for these elements.
14
 
 It is important to call attention to two indigenous materials that Mizner used, 
which became ubiquitous in Florida Mediterranean Revival architecture:  coquina stone, 
quarried south of Palm Beach in the Florida Keys, and pecky cypress from Florida 
swamp lands (fig. 7).  Coquina stone is a nature-made, porous conglomerate of sand and 
shell.  In its natural state, these intrinsic characteristics create a rough, pitted surface that 
invokes the illusion of age as dirt, mold, and moss, collect in the pits of the stone.  For 
Mizner, this effect was so critical, that in 1929 he invested $50,000 in equipment to 
quarry the stone in the Keys, and cut the stone in his West Palm Beach factory (fig. 8).  
Always the innovator, he believed it would eventually replace the molded cement block 
that was popular at the time.
15
   
 Pecky cypress, found in most southern states and prolifically in Florida, is named 
for its uneven, splitting-wood look caused by a bracket fungus.  Prior to discovering its 
beauty and perfect application for achieving aged ceilings, pecky cypress was considered 
a low grade of wood and was often discarded.
16
  Mizner is often credited with the 
“discovery” of this material.  Undoubtedly he formulated its greatest uses:  ceiling beams, 
coffers, and cladding.  Today, thanks to Mizner and his Revivalist peers, both materials 
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are long-standing ingredients of Florida architecture, in natural and faux applications. 
 
Figure 8.  Quarry Key Stone factory, Mizner Industries, West Palm Beach.  (Courtesy of Historical 
Society of Palm Beach County (HSPBC)). 
   
Figure 7.  Right, Coquina stone commercial building by Mizner, built for E.F. Hutton, 1930, Palm Beach;  
left, Pecky cypress ceiling. Mizner’s arcade of shops, Worth Ave., Palm Beach.  (photos by author) 
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Interior Design and Furnishings 
 
 A visit to any 15
th
 or 16
th
 century Spanish castle, cathedral, or house easily 
illuminates the fact that the architecture dominates the design.  Furnishings are spartan by 
today’s standard, and only meant for the comfort of the most ascetic patrons.  Rexford 
Newcomb warns, “…and the [Old World Spanish] furniture, often of the richest 
ornamentation, preserves in its main lines a sane architectural mass; nothing is overdone.  
This will be the stumbling-block of most Americans; they will get too many things into the 
room.”17  One source in Mizner’s library, Spanish Interiors and Furnishings (1922), 
attributes this amassing of furniture to the surge in popularity of collecting antiques.
18
  
Mizner knew the importance of restraint in furnishings from his own experiences and 
wealth of knowledge.  As a result, he insisted on completing the interior design of the 
first floor for all of his projects
19
. 
 Never wavering from his fervor for Old World design, Addison Mizner 
maintained that his interiors provide functionality and comfort for modern living.  A 
long-time importer of European and Central American antiques and artifacts, he created 
the ideal synthesis of old and new to accommodate these necessary comforts.  He 
designed fully upholstered chairs and sofas, covering them in antique velvets, brocades, 
and damasks for his wealthiest clients.  Mixed with a variety of wood framed chairs, 
Mizner created multiple intimate seating areas within an opulent grand salon, often 
leaving much of the center of the room bare to expose the beauty of a rich antique area 
rug.  Interior furnishings included tapestries, refectory tables, Savonarola and Dante 
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chairs, vargueños, iron candle stands, and heavily carved chests and benches.           
 While Mizner was supplying Florida with Spanish and Italian reproduction 
furniture through his factory at Mizner Industries, manufacturers throughout the United 
States were provisioning the rest of the country:  the Kittinger Company in Buffalo, New 
York, the Orsenigo Company in Mt. Vernon, New York, Baker and Company in Allegan, 
Michigan, the Widdicomb Furniture Company and the Hastings Table Company in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan (fig. 9). 
 
                          
   Figure 9.  Reproduction Spanish Furniture.  Hastings Table Co.  
   (Source:   Spanish House for America by Rexford Newcomb, 1927, 
                           p. 135). 
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  For light control in living rooms and bedrooms, Mizner used draperies in sheer, 
velvet or brocade fabric as well as shutters with ornate carvings and painted motifs (fig. 
10).  In addition, he electrified antique wrought iron hanging light fixtures purchased in 
Europe.  Lanterns would hang from deeply coffered ceilings in living rooms, entries, and 
exterior cloisters, while chandeliers were hung in dining rooms, often from groin vaulted 
ceilings.  Mizner designed his most beautiful windows in dining rooms, with intricately 
carved surrounds featuring scenic pediment panels or with stained glass set in gothic 
tracery.  As a result, this room rarely received soft window treatments.   
 
Figure 10.  Casa Florencia, Residence of Preston Pope Satterwhite by Mizner, 1923. Demolished 
early 1950’s.  (Photo by Mattie Edwards Hewitt, Courtesy of HSPBC). 
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 The quintessential Spanish/Mediterranean accessory was glazed pottery available 
in large urns and smaller pots.  So important was this accessory that Mizner made his 
own in his Las Manos pottery factory.  Experimenting with colors and glazes, his 
archives reveal a chemists playbook for achieving perfectly colored and aged pottery.  
Color recipes using minerals, oxides, and salts are recorded as well as Mizner’s personal 
note to C. Rus. Crandall, a Mizner Industries manager, regarding a method to fireproof 
materials.
20
  Pottery was displayed with and without plantings along exterior arcaded 
walkways, in entryways, and around the courtyard patios.  
 Outdoor furniture was another modern necessity, for which there was no historic 
precedent.  Mizner improvised by designing his own line of rattan outdoor furniture, and 
eventually acquiring a patent for his mass produced bistro chair (fig. 11).
21
  A nearly non-
existent industry in the early 20
th
 century, Mizner’s outdoor furniture line filled an 
important gap in Mediterranean Revival design, once again demonstrating his attention to 
every detail.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11.  Mizner’s outdoor furniture line.  Mizner Industries catalog, 1924. (Courtesy of HSPC). 
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The Rise and Fall in Florida 
 
   Simultaneous variables created the fertile ground from which Mediterranean 
Revival architecture was cultivated.  Florida’s warm, sunny climate, Spanish history, and 
expansion of the Florida East Coast Railway created the right setting and opportunity for 
the Mediterranean Revival style to flourish.  In the 19
th
 and early 20
th
 centuries, the fresh 
air lifestyle of Florida became prescriptive for those seeking health and recovery from 
illness.  America’s wealthy lost winter’s escape in sunny southern Europe with the advent 
of World War 1.  They looked to Florida to fill this void, a necessity of leisurely society 
life.  Mizner’s designs promoted a leisurely lifestyle, which required significant funding.  
In 1923, Mizner built La Fontana, a 30 room home, for $100,000.  Donald Curl, a Mizner 
expert and biographer, reports that his largest home, Playa Riente was permitted for 
$300,000 in the same year, not including furnishings and the land.
22
  Kenneth L. Roberts, 
a popular journalist and author at the time, cleverly assesses the spirit of “The Time-
Killers” in his 1922 book, Sun Hunting:   
All of these things being so, Americans with time to kill [the wealthy] 
can take it farther from home and kill it with more thoroughness than 
any other people on earth.  They go into their time-killing with more 
energy than do Europeans.  The European is usually content to do his 
time-killing within three hundred miles of home.  The American is never 
content unless he can travel from fifteen hundred to three thousand 
miles, and wind up with an orgy of time-killing that would make a 
professional executioner look by comparison like the president of a 
Dorcas society.
23
 
 
The combination of climate, an undeveloped frontier, and willing “Time-Killers” created 
the ideal opportunity for Mizner to develop his Mediterranean style.     
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 Sixteen miles long, Palm Beach is a narrow barrier island on Florida’s south east 
coast, bordered by the Atlantic Ocean to the east and Lake Worth to the west.  It is less 
than half a mile at the widest point.  In the early 20
th
 century, the wealthiest in America 
purchased corridors of land that ran east to west from the ocean to the lake, enjoying both 
sunrise and sunset daily on the water.  The “season” referred to a short period of time 
from January to late February when society’s elite relocated to Palm Beach to escape 
northern winters.  In this small time frame, the island’s population quadrupled as guests 
crowded into the few hotels on the island.  Addison Mizner changed all of this, building a 
town of residences and commercial properties that grew the seasonal life of the wealthy.  
 Prior to Mizner’s arrival in 1918, Palm Beach was largely undeveloped with the 
exception of Henry Flagler’s railroad and colonial hotels.24  Assorted versions of 
Mediterranean Revival structures appeared throughout Florida in the early 20
th
 century.  
In 1910, architect team of Paul Chalfin, Francis Burrall Hoffman, Jr., and Diego Suarez 
began the design and construction of Vizcaya, further south of Palm Beach in Coconut 
Grove.  Built from 1910-1922, this home for James Deering was based on the Italian 
Palazzo and has been used to comparatively describe Mizner’s work as a “lesser version” 
by mid-century critics of historicism.
25
  In 1918, Richard Kiehnel of Kiehnel and Ellott 
completed “El Jardin”.  Also in Coconut Grove and of the Italian Palazzo style, this 
project was one of many in the Mediterranean Revival style for this Beaux Arts trained 
architect.  Harry F. Cunningham, a partner in renowned American architect Bertram 
Goodhue’s New York firm, completed austere versions of Mediterranean Revival homes 
on Florida’s west coast in the mid-1920’s.  In Palm Beach, esteemed architects Marion 
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Sims Wyeth (also a former architect with Goodhue and first Florida architect accepted 
into the American Institute of Architects), Maurice Fatio, and John Volk designed in the 
Revival genre, each expanding their style repertoire to French, Georgian, and Art Deco as 
clients demanded. 
   Reaching a plateau in the early 1920’s, Mediterranean Revival soon had 
competing styles entering the architectural stage.  By the mid 1920’s, Florida was a land 
overflowing with developers and speculators feeding a tourist frenzy.  As American’s 
looked to the future, increasingly historicism fell out of favor.   
 Throughout Mizner’s tenure in Palm Beach, several international, national, and 
local events contributed to the demise of Spanish/Mediterranean Revival style.  
Internationally, the modernist movement became a new architecture at the nexus of 
academic and architectural circles, expressing a clear rejection of historicism.  Mizner’s 
design philosophy stood in opposition to the positivistic Modernist focus on the machine, 
mass production, and functionalism, preferring a more romantic, story-telling view of 
architecture.  Modernists aspired towards the future, rejecting the historic forms of the 
past as a stumbling block to innovation. The 1920’s witnessed a slow but steady 
popularizing of modernism in mainstream America.  The Florida version of Art Deco, 
known as Streamline Moderne, was already prevalent in Miami by 1930, a mere 74 miles 
south of Palm Beach.  From 1928 to 1942, issues of House Beautiful featured a “Small 
House Competition” for architects to submit their domestic architectural projects.  
Modernist California architects, such as Richard Neutra, were the most frequent 
winners.
26
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 From 1938 to the 1950’s, Frank Lloyd Wright built his largest collection of 
modernist buildings at Florida Southern College in central Florida’s town of Lakeland.  
In Sarasota, Paul Rudolph, addressed the issues of Florida heat and light in his modernist 
designs as aptly as Mizner did, dispelling the thought that Old World Spanish design held 
a monopoly on the Florida climate.   
 The public eye was re-directed towards modernism as the avant-garde in 
architecture, however it was a genre Mizner avoided.  His Palm Beach revivalist architect 
peers progressed towards it, offering it as an alternative to historicist architecture.  
Howard Major, a Beaux Arts trained architect, arrived in Palm Beach in 1925.  Initially 
embracing Mediterranean Revival, he later became a strong critic, deeming it unfit for 
Florida and un-American in style.
27
  
 In 1925/1926, hurricanes and land busts stymied Mizner’s multi-million dollar 
plans for his greatest development project in Boca Raton, just south of Palm Beach.  
Once attracted by the boom, investors began pulling money out of Florida after reading 
reports placed in northern newspapers about unfulfilled promises by many Florida 
developers.  This event forced Mizner to abandon his plans for a Spanish/Venetian 
village in Boca Raton.  This would have been his architectural capstone.  
 By the mid-century, pro-modernist developers were pressuring the town of Palm 
Beach, and the wealth of Mizner’s clients was waning.  Many of his greatest projects 
were sold by the owners, and subsequently demolished.
28
  From the 1940’s to the 1990’s, 
Florida evolved through Modernism to Post-Modernism to New Urbanism, marking this 
state with the great works of architects such as Robert AM Stern, and Andres Duany and 
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Elizabeth Plater Zyberk.  However, in the late 1980’s a stirring of historicism began, 
launching a re-awakening of an appreciation of Mizner.  A longing for the tranquility, 
charm, and romance of Mizner’s Mediterranean Revival architecture ignited a new 
building trend to recreate the past.  Tropical Florida once again called for historicist 
architecture.  As a result, Mizner’s legacy and influence is now part of the fabric of 
Florida, past and present.  It is here where the motivation of this study lies, as a way to 
further unwrap this architect’s journey, innovations, and accomplishments.  
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Chapter 3:  Mizner’s Palm Beach 
 
Introduction 
 
   While Mizner’s eclectic revival style and lack of formal training kept him out of 
architectural publications and academic discourse, his legacy is built upon his ability to 
combine Mediterranean styles in unprecedented ways, laying a roadmap for a 
longstanding tradition of Florida architecture. 
 In 1918, Mizner travelled to Palm Beach at the invitation of his friend Paris 
Singer, Singer sewing machine heir.  Born and raised in Europe, Paris Singer (1867-
1932) inherited great wealth after his father’s death, sewing machine magnate, Isaac M. 
Singer.  With a more artistic bent, Singer focused his life on the arts and a measured 
philanthropy, which included a 10 year volatile affair with dancer Isadora Duncan, 
known as “the Mother of Modern Dance.”  Eventually settling down with a wife and in 
need of convalescing, Singer joined forces with Mizner — Mizner needing a venture 
capitalist in Singer, and Singer needing a creative outlet in Mizner.  In 1928, Singer wrote 
the forward to Mizner’s pictorial chronicle, Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, a 
heartfelt reflection on their friendship. 
  The following sections lay the background knowledge as a necessary precursor to 
the scrapbook discussion.  Three of Mizner’s most significant works demonstrate his 
mastery of the Mediterranean style:  The Everglades Club, El Mirasol, and Playa Riente.  
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The Everglades Club 
 
 The friendship between Mizner and Singer spawned a series of building projects 
beginning with the Everglades Club on Lake Worth, originally planned to be a 
convalescent home for army officers recovering from the war (figs. 12 and 13).  The 
ending of the war obviated this need, so Mizner converted it to a private club.  The 
second part of his autobiography, which was never published, includes Mizner’s design 
intent, writing a story of sorts for which he would set the stage:   
…it ought to be something religious – a nunnery, with a chapel built into 
the lake, with a great cool cloisters and a court of oranges; a landing stage, 
where the stern old abbess could barter with boarmen bringing their fruit 
and vegetables for sale; a great gate over there on the road, where the 
faithful could leave their offerings and receive largess.
1
 
 
The Everglades Club, still standing today as an exclusive private club on Worth Avenue, 
served as the catalyst for future commissions from America’s most wealthy society 
members.  One has to take a moment to marvel at this achievement.  In 1918, there was 
little infrastructure for building in Palm Beach County.  Mizner had to procure building 
materials, organize and train the construction team how to read blueprints, teach the 
craftsmen how to build interior architectural details, and complete the project before the 
opening of the social season in January of 1919.
2
  Singer’s assessment of Mizner’s 
determination serves as a prevailing theme throughout the Palm Beach years: 
He [Mizner] took hold of the work with astonishing energy and 
enthusiasm but it was a tough task.  He had great difficulty in finding 
workmen in Florida who understood his requirements, but that never 
daunted him.  When he could find no one to carry out his orders, he set to 
with his own hands and made the things he wanted.  He could do this for 
he is, like the architects of the Middle Ages, a master of all crafts that 
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Figure 13.  Everglades Club, Palm Beach, Florida.  Built by Addison Mizner in 1918.  
        (Photo by author). 
 
 
 Figure 12. Everglades Ballroom. Designed by Addison Mizner in 1918.  (Photo by Frank  E. 
Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, p. 25) 
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serve his profession.  He paints, carves wood, and works in metals, knows 
all about the making of glazed pottery and his wrought iron is second to 
none in Old Spain.
3
  
 
Repeatedly, Mizner demonstrated his extraordinary ability to bring his architectural 
dreams into reality despite construction obstacles, poor health, and the pressures of 
wealthy clients.   
   Mizner’s boyhood experiences in Central America and later at the University of 
Salamanca in Spain exposed him to provincial, sacred, and palatial Spanish architecture 
that now demanded an appropriate stage in America.  For Mizner, the goal was to capture 
the essence and romance of a Spanish castle, giving the user a genuine “picturesque” Old 
World experience.  
 For his projects, Mizner used hollow tile construction to create a fireproof 
building, insisting that Singer by-pass substandard frame construction.
4
  Like a Spanish 
fortress, the façades of Mizner’s buildings were often flat with a collection of windows in 
various sizes:  some small and keyhole-like, and others large and arching to fit the scale 
of the structure, allowing light and air to pass.  In addition, he adapted the Spanish castle 
to the flat Florida landscape stating, “You must get effects with changes in level of a few 
feet, as in the case of gardens and terraces.  It is the hardest place [Florida] in the world to 
do the picturesque – totally different from Spain where there are mountainsides for 
backgrounds…”.5   
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El Mirasol 
 
 
 
 Mizner’s next project, El Mirasol, was to be the largest home in Palm Beach, built 
for J.P Morgan banker Edward T. Stotesbury in 1919.  There are no architectural plans in 
the archives in Palm Beach and the house was demolished in 1959.  However, photos 
from Mizner’s published portfolio, Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, show the 
house during Mizner’s time as he designed and furnished it.6   
 In plan-view, El Mirasol assumed a rectangle shape with one side open to the 
expansive property gardens that extended from the Atlantic Ocean to Lake Worth (fig. 
14).  The main entrance was located on the north side of the house on a lower level than 
that of the main house.  Creating multiple levels accomplished several goals.  It achieved 
the experience of a house built into a mountainous landscape, created grand entrances and 
 
             Figure 14.  Edward Stotesbury’s “El Mirasol” Estate, Palm Beach, Fl. January 19, 1933.   
             (Robert Yranall Richie photograph collection. 
http://digitalcollections.smu.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/ryr/id/290/rec/4.  Accessed 06/29/2014) 
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 Figure 15. Left:  El Mirasol Moorish Cloister. (Photo by Frank E. Geisler  
 for  Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, p. 160)   
vistas, and allowed privacy from anyone below.  A 1919 Palm Beach Post article stated 
the dining room was “…raised above the level of the other floors to avoid the gaze of the 
curious and occupants of ‘rubberneck wagons’ that may later circuit Palm Beach to view 
the notables.”7  On three sides, cloisters surrounded an inner private courtyard with a 
fountain (fig. 15).  Getting the cloisters right was crucial to Mizner’s conveyance of the 
Spanish abbey effect.  A 1930’s description of El Mirasol relates it to a Spanish convent 
near Burgos, Spain.  Numerous picture cards of Burgos in Mizner’s scrapbooks on Spain 
indicate that this was a likely stop in his travels.
8
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 Mizner’s interiors encompassed extraordinary detail with beautiful views out onto 
a central courtyard.  The idea of long shaded arcades, private central gardens with 
Portuguese tiled fountains, iron lanterns and custom grillwork, floors of brick set clay 
tile, and carved Spanish furniture came to fruition in most Mizner structures.  The main 
entrance was typically a secondary feature of the home, often off to one side.  Entryways 
and corridors were stark by today’s standard, with few furniture pieces, no window 
treatments or area rugs.  The effect was twofold:  to give the experience of entering a 
fortress or convent as well as to draw more attention to the architecture of these spaces.  
In El Mirasol, Mizner placed carved wood church choir stalls with iron candle stands 
flanking a main corridor, creating an ecclesiastical experience for those passing through.  
A carved marble lion from the tomb of a Spanish king increased the dramatic effect.
9
   
 Like many of the castles and grand homes he had visited in Europe and Central 
America, the Great Hall or living room received much of Mizner’s focus as the main 
feature of the house, bearing his greatest architectural details.  El Mirasol could 
comfortably welcome 175 people into the living room (fig. 16).
10
  The deeply coffered 
ceiling was adorned with Moorish lanterns, undoubtedly procured on one of his many 
European shopping trips as documented in his scrapbooks.  Large French doors with 
transoms and arches lined both sides of the room allowing light and air to flow freely 
from the ocean to the east and the loggia to the west.  Mizner was not yet involved in 
manufacturing antique furniture reproductions, so the Stotesbury residence would have 
been appointed with all original antiques, with the exception of the fully upholstered 
pieces.  A furniture layout that created numerous intimate seating arrangements was a 
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     Figure 16.  El Mirasol Living Room.  (Photo by Frank E. Geisler for  Florida Architecture of Addison 
Mizner, p. 161)   
necessity to fill such a large living room, but also to accommodate the many society 
guests that would come.  
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Playa Riente 
 
 Completed in 1923 for Joshua and Nell Cosden, Playa Riente is the largest home 
in Mizner’s portfolio (fig. 17).  Reported to have over 73 rooms and be three times the 
size of El Mirasol, Mizner shifted from the strict Spanish fortress/convent style of El 
Mirasol to a mix of Spanish, Italian Gothic, and Renaissance.
11
  Demolished in 1957, 
Playa Riente is relegated to local memories and newspaper archives.  The original 
architectural plans are missing from the HSPBC archives.  The only plans remaining are 
those for a cloister addition by Mizner in 1927.  
 
Figure 17. Playa Riente, Palm Beach, Florida. (Photo by Frank E. Geisler for  Florida Architecture of 
Addison Mizner, p. 75)   
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  Like El Mirasol, Playa Riente occupied a property stretching from lake to ocean, 
with the house sitting on the Atlantic beach behind a massive sea wall that Mizner 
beautified with a marble stairway.  With pressure from the client to complete the house 
before the next season, Mizner had to rely heavily on his scrapbook photos and clippings 
and navigate a speedy shopping trip in Europe.
12
  One can easily draw parallels between 
specific photos in Mizner’s Gothic and Spain and It’s Colonies Vol. II scrapbooks and 
many of his buildings (figs. 18 and 19).  His note on the back of a photo from a Rome art 
gallery (figure 19, right) states, ”ALTERNET [sic] ROUND TWISTED,” referring to the 
columns he would use in Playa Riente’s majestic entrance hall.  This scrapbook entry, 
most importantly, highlights this collection as a design and research tool that Mizner 
personally compiled and used over the course of 15 years that he built in Palm Beach 
County.   
 Within this hall, Mizner married cathedral architecture with residential scale and 
function.  A ribbed, vaulted ceiling springs from the twisted columns he mentioned, 
leading to a focal stairway system on the north end, minus the gold and iron railings of 
the original in Burgos, Spain.  Entries into connecting rooms mimic chapels departing  
from the nave.  The cloistered walkway on the second floor is a Mizner adaptation of the 
triforium of a gothic cathedral.  On the south end of this great hall, Mizner placed another 
stairway adorned with a tall custom iron gate-like railing topped with spires pointing to 
the heavens (fig. 18, right).  A doorway below the stairway nearly appears top heavy with 
an elaborately carved stone pediment, also in the spire fashion.  What rescues it is the 
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Figure 19.  Left:  Catedral Escalera del Monumento, Burgos, Spain. Souvenir photo, Mizner scrapbook 
Spain and It’s Provinces.  Right:  Architectural Detail, photocard purchased by Mizner in Rome with 
notations on back, Mizner scrapbook titled Gothic.  Mizner Collection, King Library (photos by author). 
 
Figure 18. Playa Riente.  Left:  Main entrance hall, north.  Right: Main entrance hall, south stairway  
(Photo by Frank E. Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, p. 79, 80)   
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continuous uplift accomplished by the spiral columns and ribbed cathedral ceiling.  This 
room encapsulates Mizner’s sentiment of fearlessly combining old world elements: 
I based my design largely on the old architecture of Spain – with 
important modifications to meet Florida conditions and modern ways of 
living.  I studied the architecture of Spain itself and drew somewhat on my 
knowledge of Spanish tropical America.  Architects today try too much to 
copy from each other, instead of absorbing the best of the old world and 
letting it run out of their pencils.  The old art has withstood the criticism of 
centuries.
13
 
 
This statement highlights a challenge of the historicist architect to incorporate modern 
innovations such as electricity, plumbing, fireproofing, and kitchen design into his 
projects without deceiving the historical feel.  This statement also indicates Mizner’s 
awareness that a new architecture was capturing the attention of many architects – 
something other than historicism.   
 The stairs of the grand entrance hall led up to the rest of the mansion, with the 
living and dining rooms directly adjacent.  Antiques filled Playa Riente’s interiors which 
Mrs. Cosden purchased on a European shopping trip with Mizner.  With no financial 
barriers, they filled her home with the finest antiques, and also secured a series of rare 
panels by Spanish artist José Maria Sert.  Originally painted for Spain’s King Alfonso, 
the nine canvases were arranged in the music room filling nearly every wall beneath a 
Moorish coffered ceiling.  When the house was demolished, the panels were donated to 
the Detroit Institute of Art.
14
 
 One of the features of Playa Riente to survive the wreckage was a Spanish bar 
Mizner designed, decorated with colorful Portuguese tiles, including a large medallion on 
the center face of the bar.  In contrast to the grand entry hall, it was quite provincial with 
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a low ceiling of simple box beams, herringbone-set brick floor, and wall-hung porcelain 
bowls all around.  Here we see the Mizner theme of setting the scene of a far-away place 
and time.  The bar was dismantled before the house was razed and now resides in The 
Patio restaurant in Vero Beach just north of Palm Beach.
15
    
 
Conclusion 
 
 Sixty-seven buildings later, Mizner turned to Boca Raton, 17 miles south, to 
create a Mediterranean mecca that should have been his architectural apogee.  Cheap land 
and no income taxes lured tourists and seasonal residents to Florida.  Mizner advertised 
in the northern papers, attracting wealthy investors with promises of castles, hotels, and 
casinos.  Through Mizner Development Corporation, he designed (but never built) a city 
filled with canals, gondolas, draw bridges, and Spanish fortresses.  In addition, he 
established Mizner Industries and Las Manos Pottery, reproducing Old World 
architectural elements, furniture, and pottery used by most builders and architects 
throughout the east coast of Florida.  Mizner’s legacy is not only one of architectural 
works, but of procurement, production, and city planning to recreate the Mediterranean 
world he so loved.   
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Chapter 4:  Beyond Architecture: Addison Mizner, the Innovator 
 
Las Manos Pottery and Mizner Industries 
 
 When Mizner came to Palm Beach in 1918, the lack of quality local material 
resources motivated him to pioneer an industry of craftsmen, machinery, and materials 
that would advance his vision of a new Old World Spain called Mizner Industries.  He 
understood that to keep his designs accurate, and realize the romantic picture, every detail 
had to be right.  Putting perfectly square tiles down or hanging beams with precision 
would reduce the effect of Spanish/Mediterranean Revival architecture.  Alex Waugh, in 
charge of Mizner’s antique and reproduction furniture sales, reflects on his employers 
demand for good design: 
 One thing was insisted upon and that was good design and its supreme 
importance in even the tiniest detail or conversely the elaborate and 
devious cursing that greeted the man who fell below this level of 
attainment.  Addison was a perfectionist in the true meaning of the word 
and he expected everyone associated with him to measure up to that 
standard.  Most of us didn’t for we were too young and inexperienced ….1 
 
Mizner also knew the high cost of importing every architectural detail, every iron railing, 
and stone carved ornamentation would limit his options and slow his projects.   
 He began with Las Manos Pottery, a division of Mizner Industries (fig. 20).  A 
workshop of kilns and drying sheds, Las Manos Pottery operated well beyond his passing 
in 1933.  Mizner personally trained his craftsmen in the art of shaping, coloring, and 
firing roof tiles.  The process required experimentation in order to get the chemistry right.  
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Mizner quickly learned that Florida clay could not produce the colors and tensile strength 
of the old Spanish tiles, so he imported clay from Georgia and New Jersey.
2
   
 A Mizner Industries Prospectus describes how each tile was made by hand, being 
hand surfaced, air dried, and “burned in kilns” which “gives a texture, density, finish, 
irregular color, and variation of surface which is impossible to obtain unless the same 
methods are used.”  The Palm Beach Post gave an exuberant report in 1923: 
This factory where the beautiful Spanish type of tiles in their soft 
colorings and uneven contours are produced probably has the distinction 
of being the only tile manufactory in the United States without machinery 
of any sort, every [roof] tile being fashioned by hand and shaped over the 
thigh, according to the ancient custom, and the Pottery when is also made 
here in delicious colorings and wonderful Spanish and Italian glazes, is 
also shaped on the potter’s wheel entirely by hand.3  
 
 
Figure 20. Mizner Industries Advertising Brochure. Ca. 1924. Courtesy of HSPBC. (Note: Date 
unknown of handwritten prices.)  
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While Mizner never used the thigh method for making barrel roof tiles, to increase 
production, he did borrow from the Spanish tradition of using wooden forms.  
Adjustments made to clay content, amount of time in the kiln, and kiln temperature 
created the centuries-old effect Mizner wanted.
4
  He could adjust each variable to get 
different colors, from “cream to deep dull red,” creating random multi-colored tiles.5   
This was an important detail as often a roof was easily seen from a window or balcony  
due to the varying levels of elevation in his structures.  A Mizner Industries, Incorporated 
brochure advertised his company as “Makers of the only hand-made roof and floor tile in 
America.” 6 
 All the divisions of the company were formed into Mizner Industries in the early 
1920’s.  Mizner approached a local blacksmith shop and a small furniture manufacturer, 
absorbing them into his company for the production of ironwork and antique 
 
           Figure 21.  Mizner Industries Iron Workshop, Palm Beach Florida, n.d. (Courtesy of  
HSPBC) 
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reproduction furniture (fig. 21).  Listed products included “pottery, roof and floor tile, 
furniture, antique millwork and hardware, wrought iron, leaded glass windows, 
reconstructed and ornamental stone.”7  By 1925, not only would Mizner establish a 
showroom in his gallery of shops below his Villa Mizner home on Worth Avenue, but 
nearly every builder and architect in Palm Beach County was buying from Mizner 
Industries for their clients’ estates.  Whether he designed the structure or not, he secured 
his dream of creating an undeniable Old World Spanish town, at least from a materials 
standpoint.   
 Mizner was especially well known for his glazed and unglazed tile.  He produced 
a plain unglazed floor tile in multiple shapes that was waxed to give it an old world 
patina (fig. 22).  Tile came in a wide range of solid colors, two of which carry his name 
today: Mizner blue, a turquoise hue, and Mizner yellow, a lemon color.  The tiles were 
available in 6 shapes: diamond, octagon, rectangle, picket, hexagon, and triangle.
8
  Figure 
 
 Figure 22. Villa Mizner Tower Room, Residence of Addison Mizner,  
 (Photo by Frank E. Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, p.7) 
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22 is an example of how he combined his tile shapes for form patterns.  (This same 
photo, from his own house, appears in a cropped version in a Mizner Industries brochure 
advertising the antique reproduction furniture.)  His technical data book includes recipes 
for red, white, black, grey, blue, green, and brown as well as various glazes.  These 
recipes were also used for creating pottery.  Without these important innovations, it 
would have been nearly impossible for Mizner’s Spanish/Mediterranean Revival to grow 
and flourish into 67 projects in Palm Beach. 
 
Woodite 
 
 As Mizner travelled Europe, he would return with caches of carved wood doors, 
linen-fold wainscot, over-mantels, and intricately carved wood panels.  While his 
wealthiest clients typically funded this great expense, supply was short.  Mizner needed a 
more practical resource for his many projects, and for other builders and architects.  
Woodite, Inc, formed under Mizner Industries, answered this call.  Deemed “The Palm 
Beaches’ Newest Industry” in 1929, Woodite was a composite product that could be 
carved, painted, aged, stained, cut and nailed like wood.
9
  Mizner and his peers used it in 
every application designed for wood: beams, coffered ceilings, paneling, wood doors, 
corbels, and any carved detail.  It was marketed as worm-proof, durable, and nearly 
fireproof.  A development late in Mizner’s career, on the eve of modernism’s season, the  
Woodite brochure also announces, “WOODITE can also be produced in any modern  
carving, following the designs and specifications of architects.” 10 
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Conclusion 
 
 With the important groundwork of Mizner’s background and legacy in place, this 
study now turns to the archives.  A documented collection of his time in Palm Beach, a 
pictorial study, Mizner’s archives are much of what remains.  
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      Figure 23.  Left:  The HSPBC is located in the historic Palm Beach County Courthouse (first floor windows 
with green awnings.)  Digital Image. http://www.historicalsocietypbc.org/index.php?page=the-courthouse.  
(accessed 07/17/2014).  Right: The King Library, built in 1936 by Mizner peer Maurice Fatio.  (photo by 
author). 
Chapter 5:  The Mizner Archives: Repositories 
 
Introduction 
 
 The majority of Addison Mizner’s archives are located in two repositories in Palm 
Beach:  the Historical Society of Palm Beach County (HSPBC) and the King Library of 
the Society of the Four Arts (fig. 23).
1
  The archives include Mizner’s personal 
architectural library, his scrapbooks, some architectural and furniture plans, professional 
photographs, letters, newspaper clippings, auction catalogs, and client histories.  While 
neither institution has professional archivists, both have knowledgeable staff with a 
strong desire to preserve, protect, and promote their holdings.  Serendipity in an archival 
study is an easy place to find one’s self, particularly when the realm housing the archives 
is witness to the actual story.  Both repositories can claim this fame.    
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Historic Society of Palm Beach County 
 
 The HSPBC is located inside the 1916 Palm Beach County Courthouse, now a 
museum of Palm Beach history.  Built in the neoclassical style two years prior to 
Mizner’s emergence in Palm Beach, the unsuitability of the courthouse for tropical 
Florida undoubtedly disturbed Mizner, as did Henry Flagler’s yellow and white colonial 
hotels.  HSPBC’s Mizner archives include blueprints, photographs of Mizner’s buildings, 
purchase orders for building materials, various Mizner Industries business documents, 
memo’s to and from Mizner to his employees and managers, and client communications.  
Files on specific projects contain vast amounts of newspaper clippings tracing the 
building, expansion, and demolition of many homes.  In addition, the HSPBC holds 
Mizner’s unpublished autobiography, chronicling his life once he arrived in Palm Beach.  
It serves as a rich source of material for all Mizner researchers.  
 The history of the courthouse where the HSPBC resides, and the parallels to 
Mizner’s work are uncanny.  Similar to the continual alterations made to Mizner’s 
buildings over the years, new spaces were added to the courthouse in 1927 and in 1955.  
In 1969, the original building was wrapped with a modern envelope, entombing the 1916 
courthouse from all view (fig. 24).  In 1995, with a new courthouse across the street, the 
old was destined for demolition until the City of Palm Beach voted in 2002 to have it 
restored.  In 2004, the wrapper was removed and an extensive 3 year restoration began.  
The courthouse stands today with much of the original materials intact, a testimony to 
Palm Beach’s more recent preservation priorities.  In Mizner’s case, the new millennium 
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was too late to save many of his buildings for repurposing.  The snuffing out of 
historicism was a powerful movement in mid-century Florida.  
 
 
      Figure 24  Top: Palm Beach Court House with 1969 wrapper around the 1916 original.   
 Bottom left:  The wrapper was removed in 2004.  Bottom right:  The currently restored original 
Court house, now a museum and office of the HSPBC.  Digital Images.  
http://www.pbcgov.com/courthouse/.  (accessed 07/21/2014). 
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Society of the Four Arts, King Library 
 
 Less than a mile away from the HSPBC, the Society of the Four Arts comprises 
several Mediterranean Revival buildings and extensive gardens on Royal Palm Way in 
the heart of historic Palm Beach.  The Singer Building, designed by Mizner in 1925, 
originally held offices on the gothic-designed first floor with apartments on the second 
and third floors.  In the 1990’s, the Society of the Four Arts purchased the building for 
$1.35 million, renovating and renaming it The John E. Rovensky Administration 
Building.  In 1929, Mizner also designed the exclusive Embassy Club, now the Esther B. 
O’Keefe Gallery Building at The Society.  In 1947, Mizner contemporary, John Volk, 
converted it to accommodate a 700 seat auditorium.
2
  Just three years after Mizner’s 
death in 1936, the King Library was built by another peer, Maurice Fatio.  It was the 
original Society building and is currently a private library, made available to members 
and researchers.  The library acquired Mizner’s 25 scrapbooks (see Appendix) in 1940 
from benefactor Mrs. Frederick Guest (Amy Phipps), a family member of the wealthy 
Palm Beach Phipps’ for whom Mizner designed Casa Bendita in 1921.3   
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Chapter 6:  The Mizner Scrapbooks 
 
Introduction 
 
   The majority of Addison Mizner’s scrapbooks reflect the origins of eclectic 
Mediterranean Revival architecture and interiors, serving as an extraordinary source of 
detailed information for anyone wishing to master the style from upholstery nailheads 
down to the andirons in the fireplace.  There is scarcely any pictorial compilation on 15
th
 
and 16
th
 century Old and New World design more comprehensive than this 25-volume 
source.  Rich in long-lost architectural photography, Mizner’s collection is a testimony of 
early 20
th
 century architectural publications, design topics in newspapers (national and 
international), technical articles on the newest developments in historicist building 
techniques, antique and artifact resources, and international souvenir postcards and 
photos (fig. 25, top).  It is also an important record of early scrapbooking processes, with 
Mizner using every resource he could, including his own artistic talents, to bring the Old 
World home.   
 He collected and created content for his books over several decades, with an 1881 
magazine or newspaper photo of the Cathedral in Cologne, Germany in his Gothic 
scrapbook as one of the earliest entries, to an October 1930 New York Herald Tribune 
article in his Ceilings, Murals, Wall, and Doors book as a late entry.  He organized the 
photos and clippings by architectural subject and loosely by region, with very few items 
dated.  His own pencil and water color sketches are sprinkled randomly throughout, and 
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Figure 25.  Top: Digitized scrapbook titled Grecian-Roman-Italian.  Bottom: Scrapbook titled Fireplaces 
and Chimneys.  Mizner’s sketch is a close likeness to the fireplace surround he placed in William Gray 
Warden’s living room in 1922. Mizner collection,  King Library, Society of the Four Arts.  (photos by 
author) 
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often with no specific relation to adjacent items (fig. 25, bottom).  Some entries have 
short notations or dimensions.  One can imagine Mizner moving from quick-sketching in 
front of a cathedral or monument in Burgos, Spain during the day to leisurely taking out 
his watercolors later that evening at an outdoor café for the pure joy of it.  In his 
autobiography, he relates a story about his first trip to Italy in 1905, spending “half of my 
time in shops buying photographs of palaces and cathedrals, that I wasn’t to use for many 
years.”1   
  Sizeable tomes, each hardback book contains approximately 200 pages, 
measuring 17-18” long by 14-15” wide by 4” thick .  With the exception of his 
Architecture of the United States, the photographs and clippings he chose were the works 
of the original masters and tradesmen of the Old World.
2 
 He did not collect magazine 
photos of his contemporaries or their work.  Mizner’s interest was in the originals, as his 
work clearly reflects.   
 Until 1918, his scrapbook photos and clippings were of ancient country sides 
filled with ruins, cathedral-centric towns, and wide shots of facades.  One can observe a 
transition to specificity at some point in each book, with newer entries placed towards the 
front.  Despite the fact that few items are marked with dates, a shift occurs towards 
distinct architectural elements.  This shift represents Mizner’s focus on his new venture 
of manufacturing, procuring samples from which to model his forms. 
 Shelved in the Rare Book Room of the second floor of the King Library, this 
collection is presently not accessible to the public due to an advanced state of 
deterioration and fragility (fig. 26).  Lack of funding and staffing has delayed 
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preservation or scanning, with only 2 of 25 volumes currently digitized.  The digitization 
of each book, while unquestionably necessary to preserve this primary source, deducts a 
certain essence of the Mizner experience and knowledge base.  One will no longer be 
able to peer at the backside of a clipping to extract a stray note, sketch, or date.  Alexis 
Ramsey aptly describes the significance of tangibility in Working in the Archives.  She 
writes, “The importance of the senses in archival work also suggests that being inside or 
in physical contact with a collection is paramount for a researcher to write with any level 
of authority on the collection.”3 
  This study focuses on the accessible volumes that speak to Mediterranean Revival 
design as Mizner developed it in Palm Beach.  As a researcher privileged to view the 
original Mizner scrapbooks, turning each page manually, viewing each clipping at all 
possible angles, I present the next sections as the culmination of a period of scrutiny and 
observations that approaches the question of “What endures and why?” 
 
Figure 26. Left: Second floor, King Library, Society of the Four Arts, Palm Beach, Florida.  (photo by 
author).  Right:  Plaque identifying Mizner’s Collection in the Rare Book Room.  (photo by author). 
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The Digital 
 
 Mizner’s scrapbooks titled Architecture of the United States and Grecian, Roman, 
Italian are only available for viewing on the King Library in-house computer.  As the 
only two scrapbooks in digital form, the intangible analysis that follows expresses the 
limitations of viewing only the front side of each entry.  
 
 
Architecture of the United States 
    
I got to know Mr. White very well and as I was not pushing for jobs, he used to like to sit 
and talk architecture to someone who knew so little about it.  I worshipped, for he was 
my god. 
          — Addison Mizner 
 
 This scrapbook, one of the earliest of the 25, is truly Addison Mizner’s tribute to 
Stanford White (1853-1906).  He met White through his wealthy friend, Tessie Oelrich 
who hired White to design her Newport, Rhode Island mansion in 1898.  When the two 
architects met in New York in the winter of 1905, White was facing a debt crisis, having 
recently lost $300,000 in uninsured antiquities to a warehouse fire.  In June of 1906, 
Stanford White was murdered in Madison Square Gardens by Harry Thaw, a wealthy, 
jealous husband of Evelyn Nesbit, with whom White had an affair when she was sixteen 
years old.  The trial of Harry Thaw revealed many of White’s socially unacceptable 
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behaviors with under-aged girls, none of which deterred Mizner from honoring this 
renowned architect page after page in his scrapbook.
4
     
 Mizner’s entries on White came primarily from an auction catalog published in 
April of 1907 for Stanford White’s estate sale (fig. 27, top).  The auction catalog lists 
Mizner’s clipping of White’s picture gallery as item 400, “Elaborate carved and gilded 
wood doorway.  Baroque Spanish doorway, with iron gate.”(fig. 27, bottom).  The 
doorway surround measured 12 feet, 2 inches high by 10 feet 5 inches wide, dominating 
an 8 foot high by 5 foot wide doorway. 
5
  Surrounded by White’s legacy throughout the 
northeast, Mizner kept his design within the appropriate measure of ornamentation for 
Florida, never migrating into White’s baroque style.  A credit to Mizner, he was never 
one to copy a contemporary’s work, even the great Stanford White’s.   
 As we travel through Mizner’s scrapbooks, his many prestigious art, antiquity, 
and design sources come to light.  One has to wonder if White shared his sources with 
Mizner, introducing him to the best dealers in New York.  Mizner writes little about his 
relationship with White, but a sharing of resources, contacts, and techniques aligns with 
Mizner’s writings about a very kind and generous White.  A bittersweet collection, 
Mizner did not make any notations informing us if he attended the sale.  The photos 
appear in the first 20 pages of the scrapbook, demonstrating the depths of Mizner’s 
admiration for White.  These are the last entries Mizner inserted on White.  
 Architecture of the United States is an assembly of many collections, several of 
which Mizner later expanded into individual scrapbooks.  Filled primarily with exterior 
architectural photos, both commercial and residential, the entries show Mizner’s technical 
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Figure 27.  Top: Tribute to Stanford White.  Mizner scrapbook Architecture of the United States.  Mizner 
Collection, King Library. Digital Image.  Bottom:  Stanford White’s Picture Gallery, The Artistic 
Property Belonging to the Estate of the Late Stanford White. Photo pg. 76, description, pg. 78. 
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interests in architecture that would stand up to any Beaux Arts schooling.  There are 
many architectural plans he clipped from magazines or newspapers, often featuring 
design competitions:  Library floor plans by Whitfield and King, Architects; blueprints 
from Arnold W. Brunner, Architect, New York, the 5
th
 avenue Knickerbocker Trust Co.; 
blueprints from Babb, Cook, and Willard, Architects of the Andrew Carnegie residence 
on 5
th
 avenue in New York; and Chicago apartment buildings and banks.  
 Mizner’s clippings include articles from a May 1913 issue of Architectural 
Record titled, “Details of the Residence of Oakleigh Thorne, New York City.”  A picture 
of a colonial house in Massachusetts from the April 1912 issue of “American Homes and 
Gardens” lies near a page with churches, and another with gardens.  Pages of columns, 
arches, statuary, and gates often include Mizner’s own dimensioned sketches.  Assembled 
during his New York years, this scrapbook shows Mizner honing his skills, knowledge, 
and practice in preparation for something big.  
 
 
Grecian-Roman-Italian 
 
 With journeys to far-away places like Spain and China behind him, it is hard to 
imagine that Addison Mizner’s first trip to Italy was in March of 1905 at the age of 33.  
He wrote in his autobiography, The Many Mizners, that much of his time in Italy was 
spent purchasing photographs in souvenir shops.
6
  With many entries dating in the mid-
1910’s, his Grecian-Roman-Italian scrapbook offers insight into Mizner’s pre-Palm 
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Beach years.  This was a time when Mizner began planning his move to Old World 
design, escalating his scrapbooking activities.  
 This volume, like non-other, gives one a sense of Mizner’s urgency to learn 
everything he could about Old World design, seeking photography of original works.  
The clippings are smaller, layered upon each other in messy collages.  The page in figure 
28 is an odd assembly of clippings, representing the broad interests of Mizner before he 
tailored his thoughts toward Mediterranean Revival.  Visiting many of Stanford White’s 
buildings, the sketch on this page is one of two (unrelated) in this volume in which he 
refers to architectural details by White, this one mentioning a dining room ceiling dated 
1905.  It is a quick sketch with hurried notes on dimensions, motifs, and materials.  The 
surrounding clippings are an eclectic mix of Italian Renaissance, early Christian, 
Venetian, and Shakespearean motifs:  Rafael’s tomb in the Pantheon, Frescos from the 
Catacombs of St. Agnes (7
th
 century Roman church), the rose of a Paduan lute (type of 
guitar), a Romeo and Juliet-like pencil drawing, and several line drawings of fretwork.  
Mizner pasted two pictures of the rose of the Paduan lute on this page (top left corner and 
right bottom corner), published in a 1904 issue of “The Connoisseur.”  The lute was a 
rare musical instrument, largely found only in museums.
7
  An eclectic collage, Mizner’s 
motives are not clear here except perhaps nothing deeper than clippings of things he 
liked, with his own stream of thought represented in the sketch.  
 Estate garden design and landscape architecture is a unique topic that appears in 
the Grecian-Roman-Italian scrapbook, reminding us that Mizner controlled every aspect 
of his designs, including the landscape.  He placed a comprehensive collage of Italian 
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Figure 28.  Eclectic Collage.  Mizner scrapbook Grecian-Roman-Italian. Mizner Collection, King 
Library.  Digital image.  
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garden photos on two pages, leaving scarcely any background peeking through.  The 
Hundred Fountains Gallery at Villa d’este in Tivoli is surrounded by photography of 
hedged walkways, garden walls, fountains, stairways, and statuary throughout Italy.   
 While manicured landscapes where not part of an Old World Spanish castle 
estate, Mizner’s love and his client’s demand for a fully designed property elevates the 
importance of these entries as an important design resource in his Palm Beach studio.  
Mizner had long been passionate about the marriage of house and landscape, rooted in his 
California upbringing.
8
  Beginning with his New York years, he insisted on designing the 
gardens for his projects.  In a 1911 interview with Plain Talk, Mizner delights his reader 
with his definitive expertise: 
The Japanese…being limited in space, arranged his rocks and lakes to imitate 
nature….his whole possession might be less than an acre.  The Italian carried out 
the lines of his architecture with stiff clipped hedges and beautiful rugs of 
flowers…..the French combined hedges, balustrades and natural effects in such a 
way that one fitted into the other so cleverly…9 
 
In Palm Beach and Boca Raton, Mizner tamed the Florida jungle, using large scale 
equipment, greenhouses, and plantings.  He built seawalls, canals, fountains, and 
entryways.  At El Mirasol, mature hedges concealed the access road passing through the 
property.  In addition, he designed the entrance gates, a tea pavilion, an orange groove, 
aviary, and small zoo on this sprawling property.
10
 
 If any theme, other than geography, arises from the Grecian-Roman-Italian 
scrapbook it is the distinct impression that Mizner was plotting for the future:  collecting 
photographs of monumental works, developing an important library resource, training his 
eye beyond its already authoritative level.  As one of two of his earliest scrapbooks, this 
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volume is viewable only on the King Library computer in digital copy.  Despite the 
richness of content, the reverse side of each entry is no longer accessible, limiting the 
researcher’s analysis to the front pictorial.  On May 21st, 1910, he sketched an ornate 
mantel or doorway surround on a piece of stationary from the Garden City Hotel on Long 
Island, New York (fig.29).
11
  His notations are partially concealed by a ceiling photo that 
can no longer be lifted.  Another sketch nearby is nearly obscured.  In this case, 
preservation is a necessary help, but also a challenging hindrance.  
 
 
 
Figure 29.  Mizner sketch.  Mizner scrapbook Grecian-Roman-Italian.  Mizner Collection, King 
Library. Digital image.  
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Spain 
 
 True to his dream of creating a Spanish Riviera in Florida, Addison Mizner 
assembled three scrapbooks on Spanish design, lending this topic the greatest attention of 
any in the collection.  Mizner titled these volumes Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 1, Spain 
and its Provinces, and Spain, Vol. 3.  The architecture of Spain, Mexico, Argentina, Peru, 
and Cuba is represented in addition to a collection of postcards featuring Mission style 
buildings of California and Arizona.   
 
Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 1 
 
 The first of three volumes, Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 1, holds Mizner’s earliest 
clippings on Spain.  This scrapbook, more so than any other, captures Mizner’s desire to 
not just create historicist architecture, but to have his architecture change the way people 
felt and lived.  He craved the tranquility and romance, the story-telling character, the 
history that Old World architecture possessed.  Above all else Mizner wanted his projects 
to evoke romantic stories and far-away settings.  He imagined a 15
th
 century convent 
scene from which the Everglades Club was born.  In 1924, Mizner had another vision for 
his next project, Via Mizner, his narrow alley of shops across the street from the 
Everglades Club on Worth Avenue.  The photos in this volume speak to that vision. 
 Line of sight was always important to Mizner, particularly in his design of Via 
Mizner.  He wanted to entice a curiosity to explore further, giving his viewer a grand 
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Figure 30. Top: The Alhambra photos, 
top of left page, pgs. 30-31.  Bottom:  
Tile Stairway, Granada Spain.  Mizner 
scrapbook Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 
1, Mizner Collection, King Library. 
(photos by author) 
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vista at the end of a corridor or a hidden courtyard beyond the corner.  He filled this 
scrapbook with Old Spanish alley way photos and hidden stairways (fig. 30).  Adding to 
his design concept are two exterior pictures of the Apartments of the Queen at the 
Alhambra in Granada, Spain.  These are located within pages of a magazine article from 
The Journal of the American Institute of Architects describing the enchanting world of 
15
th
 century Granada, full of gardens, groves, and fountains.
12
   
 Capturing the alley way idea in Via Mizner, he added a Spanish tiled stairway, a 
feature he replicated many times (fig. 31).  Using his handmade Las Manos tiles, 
Mizner’s stairway risers were multi-colored giving fame to his Mizner Blue and Yellow 
tiles.  In 1925, the Palm Beach Daily News interviewed Mizner, heralding the 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Left: Via Mizner alley of shops, 2014. Right: Via Mizner courtyard stairway, 2014.  
(photos by author). 
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newly opened Via Mizner and chronicling the architect’s motives:   
 The romance and colorful grandeur of the Alhambra has been transplanted 
to Palm Beach by Mr. Addison Mizner….The building is an original 
conception of Mr. Mizner’s and embodies ideas that his intimate 
knowledge of Spain have given him.  It is the custom in the buildings in 
Spain to provide small cellar rooms.  These rooms were built for the 
ostensible purpose of keeping the armies of the castle and in extreme cases 
could be converted into dungeons.  With the advent of more civilized 
times the armies were dismissed and the commercially minded people 
converted the cellar-like rooms into small shops.  These usually faced on 
small winding streets and were entirely open to the people who traversed 
the narrow pathways.
13
  
 
Via Mizner remains intact as Mizner originally designed and built it – one of the few 
projects available to the public today.  
 In addition to line of sight, Mizner’s scrapbooks are a testament to his fascination 
with the art of reproducing antiques, and a reminder of the competitive nature of East 
Coast versus West Coast Mediterranean Revival design in the United States during his 
time.  Mizner tore many pages from architectural journals and design magazines 
discussing techniques for adding an aged appearance to furniture.  He knew the effect he 
wanted from studying the antiques of the Old World, and became a master of methods for 
distressing wood and his Woodite products.  He placed a page from Architecture 
magazine on page 74 of this scrapbook.  The article applauds the aging techniques and 
boldness of color used by California architects, labeling the “Eastern” architects’ work as 
timid.  An avid practitioner of polychrome design and famous for his soft pink stucco, 
Mizner likely dismissed this derogatory comment and absorbed instead the technical data 
of creating a worn effect in wood: “It [California Redwood] was painted a nut-brown, 
then scratched to represent graining by a tool made of a board with nails driven through.  
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This tool was moved over the painted trim with a short, curving motion, scratching the 
surface to a depth of approximately one-fourth inch.”  The article describes the process of 
adding layers of paint to complete the look of an “Old Spanish door.” 14  In addition to 
scratching with nails, Mizner’s craftsmen added worm holes to furniture by driving an ice 
pick into the soft top layer of wood.  The finish would slightly close up the hole rendering 
it indiscernible from the work of a 15
th
 century worm.
15
 
 The fact that this scrapbook contains content specific to furniture design suggests 
that it may pre-date his Furniture scrapbook.  There is nothing to indicate that he re-
organized books as his collection grew, but rather left things in situ.  With only a few 
entries on the topic of furniture, Spain and its Colonies, Vol 1 also contains an article 
titled, “The Span-American Style” that Mizner tore from a March 1920 Good Furniture 
Magazine.  The article discusses early Mission furniture from California, Arizona, and 
New Mexico, contrasting the styles of Franciscan and Jesuit monks.  It features three 
views of an early 18
th
 century Spanish style armchair from San Juan Bantista mission, an 
example of rare photography capturing unusual details.  A clear reflection of Mizner’s 
interests, the article states, “Suffice it to say here that one of the greatest home making 
lessons taught by the missions is that of making use honestly of such raw materials as are 
near at hand.”  Undoubtedly, this was an idea that struck a chord with Mizner considering 
his later developments of Florida indigenous materials like coquina stone and pecky 
cypress. 
 Mizner collected many scholarly articles, advancing his authority in Old World 
design.  Despite Matlack Price’s dismissal of his work, Mizner valued Price’s writings 
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enough to include him in this scrapbook.  In Matlack’s  1924 Art and Decoration article 
titled, “The Austere Beauty of Spanish Town Houses,” he begins by degrading the 
historicist architect stating, “For years our builders have been turning the pages of the 
stylistic picture book of European architecture, making tracings here and there, skipping 
some chapters entirely, and adapting certain things which have appealed to their fancy, or 
been demanded by the public.  The higher criticism calls this ‘eclecticism.’  It might be 
otherwise called uncertainty.”16  Seeing past this initial assessment, Mizner’s interest 
rested in Matlack’s scholarly description and prescription of 15th and 16th Spanish 
architecture, explaining its complexities as a mixed style of Gothic, Renaissance, and 
Moorish elements.  It is not clear why he saved this article.  In 1924, Mizner was an 
expert in his own right on this topic and could have written the article himself had he 
possessed a scholarly bent.  Matlack’s article may have served as a validation of his own 
practices.  It is, perhaps, a reminder of Mizner’s self-doubt, a trait well hidden from those 
around him.  
 We continue to learn about Mizner’s character through simple observations of the 
scrapbook content and the manner in which he organized the scrapbooks.  Mizner clipped 
a lengthy article, one of several, from the Spanish newspaper “La Espera”, demonstrating 
his ability to move between the English and Spanish worlds with ease.  Alex Waugh, 
Mizner’s manager of antique sales, lends to the story as he describes arriving in Spain on 
a shopping trip with a very ill Mizner:  “I got him off  the train, cursing luridly in the 
most fluent Castilian to the awe and delight of numerous porters who, experts in the lurid 
phrase, had never encountered such a flow of invective….”17   
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 In the same paragraph, Alex refers to Mizner’s “encyclopedic” knowledge of 
Spanish furniture.  Mizner was a prolific reader.  Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 1 alone 
contains Architectural Record articles and front covers from December 1913, September 
1919, and April 1922.  Entries from The House Beautiful, Good Furniture Magazine, 
National Geographic, Architecture, Arts and Decoration, and The Sun newspaper (city 
unknown) demonstrate his voracity for knowledge and, ultimately, an extraordinary 
ability to retain and assimilate this information into his projects, innovations, and 
business ventures.   
 Mizner placed many of his quick sketches in Spain and its Colonies, Vol 1., with 
simple notations of date, place, or single word descriptions (fig. 32).  Drawn on small bits 
of paper, these entries were clearly meant for his eyes only as possible reminders of an 
idea that came to mind, always thinking on his feet.  He was a quick study and had the 
ability to extract much information from little.  Alex Waugh writes in his memoire about 
his trip with Mizner to Granada, Seville, and Burgos, Spain, “When Addison bought, he 
bought….He had a precise knowledge of exactly what he wanted for each room in each 
house – we, or rather I, had made lists but Addison spurned them – and he set about his 
purchases with an intent venom, induced by suffering [his leg injury and ulcers] and need 
to complete the job, which confounded me.”18  
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Figure 32.  Mizner quick sketches. Mizner scrapbook Spain and its Colonies, Vol. 1, Mizner Collection, 
King Library. (photos by author) 
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Spain and its Provinces 
 
 In 1953, Alva Johnston writes about Mizner’s “enormous collection of 
photographs, sketches, and engravings of noble old buildings” in The Legendary Mizners, 
a biography considered half-fiction by Mizner scholars.  He sets a scene where Mizner 
would “mull over his pictures and assemble a set of them” when beginning a new 
project.
19
  If this study trumpets any theme, it is that the content Mizner placed in his 
scrapbooks was anything but that to be superficially mulled over.  His collection is a 
keen, deliberate assessment of Old World architecture, interiors, and decorative arts far 
from an assembly of “noble old buildings.”  Mizner’s scrapbook, Spain and its Provinces 
makes a considerable contribution towards this point. 
 This volume begins with a 1928 jewel-colored National Geographic World map 
(fig. 33).  As the first entry in the book, it was likely the last as it is evident that Mizner 
consistently worked from back to front in his scrapbooks, particularly in this one.  
Seemingly unrelated to anything else in the book, it serves as an uncommon example of 
color print in the 1920’s, conceivably the reason Mizner clipped it.  Neither the date nor 
the issue is notated, but it lends to Mizner’s story as man who was fascinated by the 
historical arts in any form.  
The scrapbook holds many clipped photos of highly ornamented doorways of 
Spanish palaces and cathedrals.  Most are from magazines or books, judging from the 
weight of the paper.  Included are wide shots of full facades mixed with close ups of 
carved stone details, capturing specific motifs from pilaster capitals, archways, 
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pediments, and wall panels.  While Mizner rightly considered such high ornamentation 
unfit for Florida, he replicated motifs in his cast stone products, staying true to his 
standard of historical accuracy.  He incorporated the necessary amount of ornamentation, 
often retreating from the wishes of his clients who wanted to flaunt their wealth with 
more.   
The William Gray Warden house, designed by Mizner in 1922, is a quintessential 
example of how Mizner used Old Spain’s ornamentation in a restrained fashion (fig.34).  
This project also offers a glimpse into Mizner’s story-telling architecture: the right corbel 
of the highly decorated balcony fascia encroaches into the left side of the entry archway 
 
Figure 33. Colored World map. Mizner scrapbook Spain and its Provinces. Mizner collection, King 
Library. (photo by author). 
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surround of the Warden house.  Rather than a miscalculation, this was Mizner’s way of 
injecting history into a façade under the illusion of centuries of building and remodeling.  
In his pictorial portfolio, Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner he explains, “My 
ambition has been to take the reverse stand – to make a building look traditional and as 
though it had fought its way from a small unimportant structure to a great rambling house 
that took centuries of different needs and ups and downs of wealth to accomplish.”20  
While Mizner was conservative in his application of ornamentation, the clippings 
he collected in Spain and its Provinces show his appreciation for the extravagance of 
Plateresque and Churrigueresque decoration.  A souvenir photo of the stairway in the 
Cathedral in Burgos exemplifies the intricate Plateresque style, a concept Mizner used for 
his unadorned version in Playa Riente (figs 18 and 19, pg. 43).  Torn from the pages of a 
   
Figure 34.  Left and right:  Façade, William Gray Warden house. Designed by Mizner in 1922. Photo by 
Frank E. Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, pg. 175-176. 
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July 1900 Century Illustrated Magazine, an exterior photo of the Sagrario Metropolitano 
at Mexico City’s Cathedral is surrounded by additional photos of the interior.21  Just 
pages before, mixed among photos of rural houses and countryside scenes, we are treated 
with a Mizner sketch of a very churrigueresque church entryway complete with a Rococo 
shell centerpiece (fig. 35).  Mizner gives us no clues if he was quick sketching in front 
 
 
Figure 35.  Mizner sketch. Mizner scrapbook, Spain and its Provinces.  Mizner Collection, King 
Library. (photo by author). 
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of this monument or creating his own design from the day’s sightseeing.  This entry 
appears near the back of the scrapbook among his earliest entries, including his 1890 San 
Salvador watercolor (fig. 3, pg 9).   
Addison’s captivation with narrow, winding alley ways continues in this volume.  
Mixed among newspaper clippings and magazine photos of rural Spanish towns 
(Segovia, Salamanca, Burgos, Toledo, Galicia, and Seville) are his own photos bearing a 
stamp on the back from Stearns Photo Shop in West Palm Beach (fig. 36).
22
  Personal 
photos such as these are rare in the collection, giving us a closer view into the specific 
interests of Mizner.  These photos accentuate important themes in Mizner’s designs of 
light and shadow, setting, line of sight, and random elevations – themes dependant on 
sun-drenched lands.   
The last entries in Spain and its Provinces turn to Mexico’s mission style.  Page 
161 is the only page with a title bar pasted at the top – “MISSION” – cut from a 
newspaper or magazine.  Colored postcards from Mexico with colonnaded missions, 
newspaper clippings of mission buildings with long low roof lines, and pictures of pencil 
sketches of bells and towers fill this uniquely organized page.  Mizner’s first childhood 
experiences with Spanish architecture were the Mission buildings of 19
th
 century 
California, Guatemala, and later, Mexico. These scrapbook entries represent the 
formative stage of Mizner’s move towards designing Spanish architecture.  It was not 
until 1927 that Mizner completed a Mission style project, building Casa Serena in 
Colorado Springs for Palm Beach acquaintance John R. Bradley.
23
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Figure 36.  Spanish alleyways and countryside.  Mizner scrapbook Spain and its Provinces. Mizner 
collection, King Library. (photo by author). 
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Spain Vol. III 
 
 This scrapbook volume, in comparison to the others, is quite the anomaly, leaving 
one curious as to the weight of Mizner’s hand in its making.  Likely the work of a very 
organized and thoughtful assistant, Spain, Vol. III lacks the charm and variety of 
Mizner’s previous haphazard and crowded photo arrangements.  It is the only volume 
with a table of contents, arranged by Spanish town, 24 in all (fig. 37).  If anything, this 
scrapbook is a testimony to Mizner’s intimate knowledge of and experience in Old World 
Spain, chronicling his far-reaching travels throughout this country. 
 Much of the content comes from perforated photos torn from small souvenir 
booklets of towns Mizner visited, a clear evolution in tourist retailing from the individual 
photos of earlier scrapbooks.  The subject matter is largely public and sacred architecture, 
with cathedrals dominating the collection.  Assembled later in his career, it is a fitting 
theme if one considers that this was a time when Mizner completed many large 
commercial projects:  Riverside Baptist Church (Jacksonville, 1926), Good Samaritan 
Hospital (West Palm Beach, 1928), The Cloister Sea Island Hotel (Georgia, 1928), the 
Embassy Club (Palm Beach, 1929), Memorial Fountain Plaza (Palm Beach, 1929), Palm 
Beach shops for Burdine’s (1929) and the E.F. Hutton Brokerage Building (Palm Beach, 
1930).  A few sightseeing photos of Mizner’s are organized together, one including him 
in the distance among ancient ruins.  Each photo is securely pasted and equally spaced, 
an experiential departure from the first two volumes.  
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Figure 37.  Top: Index to scrapbook, Spain Vol III.  Bottom: Perforated photos from souvenir booklet.  
Mizner scrapbook Spain Vol. III, Mizner Collection, King Library.  (photos by author). 
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 Gothic:  Spain and Beyond 
 
 Mizner’s scrapbook titled Gothic is yet another telling collection, offering many 
clues into the life and works of this early 20
th
 century architect and his times.  This 
scrapbook is unique in content, the analysis of which could fill a book.  As such, this 
section will focus on several specific important highlights that lend to its distinction. 
 The unique arrangement of this scrapbook reveals several important points.  First, 
unlike the chronological arrangement of his Spain volumes, Mizner organized this 
volume by country:  France, Spain, Italy, and Belgium.  This indicates that he assembled 
entries he was collecting over time, placing them in the book simultaneously.  This 
intentional collection indicates a movement towards specific design goals as opposed to 
his earlier loosely arranged collections that he simply hoped to use one day.   
 Second, this categorized arrangement supports the notion that this scrapbook post-
dates the Spain volumes, documenting Mizner’s expansion into Gothic design with the 
progression of his Palm Beach career.  It is observable that Mizner did not incorporate 
Gothic design into his projects until the dining room in Casa Florencia in 1923, and, in a 
stronger way, with Playa Riente shortly thereafter.  Gothic tracery was prevalent in most 
of his residential projects after this point.  
  The content of Gothic draws from auction catalogs, individual souvenir photos, 
magazines, newspapers, and many of Mizner’s sketches.  From these entries we learn of 
two specific Spanish antiquities sources that interested Mizner as well as the nature of 
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early 20
th
 century antiques dealing:  Montllor Bros. Spanish Antique Shop and the 
Galleria Simonetta in Rome. 
 In the summer of 1924, Mizner designed Lagomar, another ocean to lake estate, 
for client John Magee.  A sprawling home rich with interior architectural details, 
including a dining room paneled wall to wall in linen folded Woodite, we find a spartan 
colonnaded lanai with unusual crested column capitals (fig. 38, top).  Mizner copied them 
from a patio in a Segovia courtyard, notating “Magee” next to the photo in his scrapbook.  
He placed several photo cards of a similar version of this capital near the front of Gothic.  
Printed on the reverse side are the item numbers, descriptions, dimensions, pricing, and 
the source:  Montllor Bros., 768 Madison Avenue, New York (fig. 38, center, bottom). 
 The summer of 1924 was a very busy season for Addison.  In addition to building 
Lagomar, he began his own Villa Mizner and Via Mizner as well as a complex of 
apartments and shops called the Plaza Building.
24
  Located in Phipps Plaza on North 
County Road in Palm Beach, less than a mile from Villa Mizner and the Everglades Club, 
Montllor Bros. Spanish Antique Shop became a tenant in Mizner’s Plaza Building in time 
for the January 1925 season.
25
  Established in 1909, Montllor Bros. had antiques shops in 
New York and Barcelona.  They advertised heavily in the Palm Beach Post and Palm 
Beach Daily News, professing to have “the most important and largest collection of 
Spanish Antiques ever shown in Florida.”26  This was a weighty statement considering 
Mizner already claimed the most prestigious location in Palm Beach for his antiques shop 
on Worth Avenue in Villa Mizner’s first floor.  Alex Waugh writes,  
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Figure 38. Top:  Lagomar Courtyard, Palm Beach, Florida. Design by Mizner in 1924. Photo by Frank 
E. Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, pg. 131.  Center and Bottom: Front and back of 
antique column capitals photocard. Mizner scrapbook Gothic.  Mizner Collection, King Library. 
(photos by author). 
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 …the Mizner antique store filled a long felt want, for nothing of its sort 
existed, nor was there any remotely comparable source of supply nearer than New 
York and business was brisk and the quantity of purchases Addison made, and 
which has scared me to death in Spain, could well have been quadrupled.  
Addison loved both the store and its contents and often would lovingly rung his 
hands over some fine old table and give to it a genuine history which made it 
come alive.
27
  
 
Mizner’s relationship with Montllor is unclear, but the placement of the antique dealer’s 
photos in his scrapbook indicates some connection.  It is possible he knew this shop from 
his New York years.  The photos are not dated, but the Madison Avenue address appears 
in Montllor’s advertising after 1920.  While Montllor had other addresses in New York 
prior to 1921, which Mizner may have known, the photos Mizner placed in Gothic date 
from the Palm Beach years.  
 Known for his charm, wit, and quick thinking, could he have referred Montllor to 
the lesser Plaza Building, keeping the competition away from Worth Avenue?  The 
January 8, 1925 Palm Beach Daily News printed a page 3 glowing article on Mizner’s 
new Via Mizner, freely advertising his antiques shop, while Montllor had a small paid-for 
ad on page 9.  Mizner was like nobility in Palm Beach.  A small antiques shop on a side 
street served as another handy local source for Mizner rather than a threat.   
 A second antiques source appears on the back of a large photo of an early Gothic 
window surround (fig. 39).  The stamp on the back identifies the photo from Galleria 
Simonetti, a prominent art gallery of 15
th
 and 16
th
 century masters in Rome.  Well known 
to Mizner’s peer, Paul Chalfin, Vizcaya’s architect, Chalfin accompanied James Deering 
on a 1912 shopping trip to Europe, stopping at Simonetti’s to purchase a Roman statue of 
Bacchus.
28
  Famed Spanish art collector, Archer M Huntington (1870-1955) visited 
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Simonetti’s in 1910 to obtain Luca Giordano’s The Ecstasy of Saint Mary Magdalen..29  
Owned by Simonetti Attilio (1843-1928), antiques dealer and painter, Galleria Simonetti 
client’s also included various nobility and the Palazzo Venezia Museum.30  
 Mizner’s knowledge, and likely patronage, of these two sources speaks to his 
continued involvement with the best resources of his time, adding to our understanding of 
this architect’s command of art, architecture, and antiquities.  Having multiple resources, 
 
Figure 39.  Photocard from Galleria Simonetti of an early Gothic window.  Mizner scrapbook Gothic.  
Mizner Collection, King Library.  (photo by author) 
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far and near, at his finger tips, Mizner was able to acquire any material object he needed 
to complete his designs.  Examples of his mastery appear repeatedly in his scrapbooks, 
leaving no doubt as to his encyclopedic design acumen as well as his ability to navigate 
the antiquities world. 
 Primarily photography, this scrapbook boasts one interesting article, 
demonstrating Mizner’s wide interest and thirst for knowledge.  He pasted a full article 
from the October 1927 issue of House Beautiful titled, “The Appeal of the Minor 
Domestic Architecture of Medieval France” by Frank J. Forster.  The article focuses on 
the Norman architecture and construction techniques of France’s northern coastal homes.  
A seemingly distant topic from Mizner’s Mediterranean Revival style, the article makes 
important statements about craftsmanship, and the evolution of the home that had great 
application for Mizner: 
If it is desirable to enlarge the house, a wing may be added, a tower or lean-to 
may be built on without spoiling the unity of the mass; in fact, such an addition 
often makes the building more interesting. …These were wonderful masons, 
[medieval] craftsmen who knew the art of wood-carving and stained glass, 
painters who knew the lost art of producing fresco on the wet plaster. The 
expression of beauty was in their finger tips, and they employed their materials 
with reverence.
31
 
 
Forster’s writings would have struck a chord with Mizner in two ways.  One, Mizner 
designed additions for nearly every project he built.  In 1925, he added a Gothic-Moorish 
cloister to the already sizeable Playa Riente.  Costing $175,000, his design was based on 
the Claustro de Casa de San Juan delos Reyes in Toledo.  Two, Mizner was akin to the  
craftsman Forster referenced, using his own hands to form his art and teaching others 
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how to do the same.  Mizner’s fascination with historic building techniques and materials 
explains the purpose of this article in his collection.  
 A final highlight of this scrapbook is Mizner’s collection of Belgian interior 
photographs likely clipped from a pictorial reference book.  Located to the back of this 
volume, the photographs offer extraordinary examples of residential interior architectural 
details in wood (fig. 40, top).
32
  The photos show various ways in which beams, lighting 
and fireplaces are aligned in different room settings.  The photos also show furniture 
placement for an assortment of rooms including dining room, study, and bedroom.  It is 
likely that Mizner was after the architectural details in these photos.  The catty-corner 
cupboard placement and the theatrical armor shown are design elements nowhere to be 
seen in any Mizner project from his own portfolio.  Mizner frequently designed living 
rooms and dining rooms, including his own in Villa Mizner, with coffered ceilings and 
wood wainscoting.  In Villa Mizner he installed linen fold and medallion paneling, which 
he procured from his beloved University of Salamanca in Spain (fig. 40, bottom).  It 
remains in place today. 
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Figure 40. Top: Belgian Gothic interiors.  Mizner scrapbook Gothic. Mizner Collection, King Library 
(photo by author). Bottom: Villa Mizner dining room, 2014. From Villa Mizner:  The House That 
Changed Palm Beach by Richard R. Silvin via Palm Beach Daily News, March 28, 2014. 
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Architectural Details 
 
Ceilings, Murals, Paneling, and Doors 
 
 A befitting title for this scrapbook, Ceilings, Murals, Paneling and Doors is 
Addison Mizner’s assembly of Spanish Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance interior 
architectural details and art.  As a scrapbook focused on specific architectural topics, 
Mizner likely assembled this collection after arriving in Palm Beach as he began building 
projects with direct applications from these clippings.  Mizner also used this collection to 
direct his tradesmen at Mizner Industries in the reproduction process using natural wood 
products and Woodite.  Arranged by category rather than by date, this volume conveys 
two important themes:  Mizner’s interest in the art of painting frescoes and coffered 
ceiling and beam design.   
 The early 20
th
 century witnessed a revival in fresco painting.  Mary Sargent 
Florence (1857-1954), a notable British painter, led a fresco revival in England from 
1900-1914.  In Mexico, Diego Rivera (1886-1957) led a modernist fresco revival 
movement as a response to political and social issues occurring in 1920’s Mexico.  In the 
United States, painter and sculptor Alphonso Ianelli (1888-1965), was working closely 
with Frank Lloyd Wright as well as serving as a professor of design at the Art Institute in 
Chicago.
33
    
 Ianelli, an important art figure of Mizner’s time, endorsed a product called 
“Textone.”  Always in the forefront of construction and artistic innovations, Mizner 
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clipped the introduction for a Textone ad written by Ianelli from a construction manual.  
In the ad, Ianelli discusses the challenges of reproducing the ancient art of frescos on 
modern walls, offering Textone as the modern solution.  Ianelli explains that Textone 
combines texture and color in one product to achieve the surfaces of the Renaissance 
masters as well as those of the early Spanish Gothic artist.  Mizner took great interest in 
wall texturing techniques and ancient fresco art early on in his scrapbooking.  He knew 
about the ancient arts of fresco buono and sgrafitto.  The front of the Textone ad featured 
an interior photo of a church in Mistra, Greece to exemplify the rough texture that this 
product could achieve.
34
   
 All of Mizner’s projects from his published portfolio, demonstrate the many 
versions of texture and fresco that he used.  While Mrs. Cosden, of Playa Riente, could 
afford to transport Italian painters to Palm Beach to duplicate the frescoes of the 
Davanzati Palace in her dining room, Mizner knew this was impractical for most of his 
other projects (fig. 41).
35
  As a virtuoso in his craft, it is no surprise to see modern 
technical painting materials and techniques referenced in his scrapbooks.  While there is 
no record of Mizner purchasing Textone, it aligns with practices documented in his 
specification and technical data book in the HSPBC archives.  
 Mizner saved fresco-related clippings from his wide repertoire of resources (fig. 
42): a February 25, 1928 full page pictorial from The Illustrated London News of 15
th
 
century frescoes discovered in a Swiss village church, a magazine clipping of the Sala 
Terrena in the Luogo Pio Colleoni at Bergamo, a souvenir photo from the Basilica of San 
Francesco d’Assisi, an October 26, 1930 New York Herald Tribune exposé of a Russian 
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Figure 41. Top: Playa Riente dining room frescoes. Designed by Mizner, 1922.  Photo by Frank E. 
Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, pg. 83.  Bottom:  Davanzati Palace, Florence, Italy. 
14
th
 century. Architectural Record Vol. 31 (1912), pg. 583. 
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Figure 42.  Assortment of clippings in scrapbook titled Ceilings, Murals, Paneling, and Doors.  
Clockwise: The Illustrated London News, 1928; Sala Terrena in the Luogo Pio Colleoni at Bergamo; 
Ceiling of San Isidoro in Leon, Spain; 1930 New York Herald Tribune Boston Museum Russian Icon 
exhibit ad; Basilica San Francesco d’Assisi. (photos by author). 
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fresco exhibition at the Boston Museum, and a color photo of the frescoed ceiling of  the 
basilica of San Isidoro in León, Spain from Arte y Decoracion en España.  Far from the 
easy ‘Google’ website search of this millennium, Mizner’s collection demonstrates his 
ability as a connoisseur, leaving us this rare source of early 20
th
 century architectural 
research.  
 In the Stanford White tradition, ceiling design was one of the grandest features in 
many of Mizner’s projects.  Ceilings, Murals, Paneling, and Doors illustrates not only 
Mizner’s astute research on this topic, but his calculated re-working of some of the most 
complex designs in Old World architecture.  Mizner placed an unusual collection in this 
scrapbook, many of which whose origins are unclear.  Several photo cards of 
dimensioned wood beamed and coffered ceilings labeled the Palace of Zagal in Guadix, 
Spain, are placed together, each the size of half a page (fig. 43, top).  The presence of 
these measured photos in Mizner’s scrapbook demonstrate his fervor to capture the scale 
and proportion of original Moorish ceiling beams and brackets.  Mizner also used these 
as the basis for reproductions in Woodite, a Mizner Industries product often utilized by 
many of the great Palm Beach architects, including Maurice Fatio and Marion Sims 
Wyeth (fig. 43, bottom). 
 Mizner’s quick sketches, water colors, charcoal drawings, and colored pencil 
drawings are more prolific in this scrapbook than in any other in the collection (fig. 44).  
Each one slightly different from the nearby photo of the Old World work, Mizner often 
created his own motifs that could stand as originals next to any 16
th
 century master.  His 
erudite eye allowed him to churn out drawing after drawing that fell perfectly in tune 
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with 300 year old paneling or 400 year old tapestries.  This was his gift. 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Top: Gothic and Renaissance beamed ceilings. Mizner scrapbook Ceilings, Murals, 
Paneling, and Doors.  Mizner Collection. King Library (photo by author).  Bottom: Woodite catalog 
photo of Joseph B. Widener’s estate designed by William Treanor and Maurice Fatio, 1930. 
Courtesy of HSPBC. 
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Figure 44.  Mizner drawings from scrapbook Ceilings, Murals, Paneling, and Doors. Mizner Collection. 
King Library. (photos by author) 
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Fireplaces and Chimneys 
 
 In 1923 and 1924, Mizner’s practice reached its peak.  He completed 21 projects, 
including 10 large estates, a private golf club, and homes for himself and brother 
Wilson.
36
  This was a time when every developer imaginable discovered Florida, rushing 
to own a piece of the future, cashing in on easy sales to uninformed buyers.  In Palm 
Beach, these years established Mizner as the architect of choice by society’s elite, 
celebrated for his tranquil, romantic Spanish architecture.  The Palm Beach Post, May, 
1923, sets the scene: 
In speaking of Palm Beach and the plans for building during the present season, 
those of Mr. Addison Mizner are pre-eminent and the artistry and genius of this 
artist-architect who has done more to beautify Palm Beach than one could have 
believed it possible for one man to do, are lauded and heralded by the greatest of 
connoisseurs both in this country and from over-seas.
37
 
  
A straightforward volume largely of catalog photography and Mizner’s sketches, much of 
the content in Fireplaces and Chimneys stems from this time-period. 
 Brimming at 200 pages, Mizner devoted nearly three quarters of this scrapbook to 
fireplaces.  While seldom used in South Florida, the fireplace served as an artistic 
architectural monument and sign of wealth in nearly every Mizner living room and dining 
room.  Mizner had a distinct point of view for fireplace design.  When asked about the 
design for the fireplace mantel at the Sea Island Cloister Hotel he designed in 1928, 
Mizner responded that there would be no mantel “as some son-of-a-bitch will just put a 
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clock on it.”38  Wishing to avoid this Victorian tendency, many of Mizner’s fireplaces 
had sloping mantel tops, angled over-mantels, or no surrounds at all.  
 In Fireplaces and Chimneys, Mizner invites us into his personal space through 
sketches of the fireplace he designed for Villa Mizner (fig. 45).  The informal format of 
these sketches aligns with Draper Babcock’s (Mizner architect associate) description of 
Mizner’s working process.  Addison would prepare preliminary sketches, often 
accompanied by watercolors of the building façade, with adequate detail for his associate 
to create the working drawings.
39
  Mizner always borrowed from original Old World 
works, ever fastidious regarding historical accuracy in design, scale, and proportion.   
 Mizner informs us of his design process through a series of elevation and section 
drawings for Villa Mizner’s fireplace.  Primarily Gothic, Mizner adds his own unique 
details to the fireplace including shelf extensions on each side of the mantel as well as an 
unusual Gothic spire base for decoration on the over-mantel (fig. 46).  He crosses out 
some decorative details, arriving at a less ornamented design.  The face of the mantel 
bears a crest.  We learn from this drawing that the ceiling height in his living room is 20 
feet and the interior of the fireplace is a massive 78 inches wide by 74 inches wide.  He 
specified a Gothic plinth for the surround pillars, and stone for the material.  He signed 
off on this drawing on June 6, 1924 (fig. 46).  
 Filled with inspirational photos of grand, heavily carved Gothic and Venetian 
fireplace surrounds, Fireplaces and Chimneys also has entries highlighting Mizner’s 
interests in charming provincial kitchen fireplaces.  These smaller dining spaces provided 
a comforting escape from the ecclesiastical mass of his enormous formal dining 
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Figure 45.  Mizner’s sketches of Villa Mizner fireplace.  Mizner scrapbook Fireplaces and Chimneys. 
Mizner Collection.  King Library.  (photos by author).    
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rooms.  Mizner built four different homes for himself during his tenure in Palm Beach.  
In Sin Cuidado, a small ocean front house, he designed an informal dining room only 
large enough for a centered rectangular table with four Spanish arm chairs, a sideboard, a 
cassone, and several side chairs along the wall.  Inspired from his country kitchen 
clippings, Mizner placed a raised hearth fireplace in a corner, using the wall for one side 
of the interior.  A high shelf-like mantel held pottery with only one leg, a petite 
Corinthian column, holding it up.  Despite the room’s small size, he used large beams and 
brackets to complete this Spanish country kitchen.  
 
 
Figure 46.  Villa Mizner fireplace.  Designed by Mizner, 1924.  Photo by Frank E. Geisler for Florida 
Architecture of Addison Mizner, pg. 85. 
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   This scrapbook reveals several of Mizner’s sources for antique surrounds as noted 
by stamps on the back of photographs.  In 1923, while designing Casa Florencia for Dr. 
Preston Satterwhite, Mizner sketched an elevation of a fireplace surround with a scrolled 
leaf relief on the mantel that he saw in Toledo, Spain, full columns for legs, and a playful 
putto sitting on top of the mantel.  He labeled the drawing “Satterwhite.”  It is unknown if 
Mizner’s fireplace design was used in Casa Florencia.  It does not appear in any photos of 
the first floor rooms.  Several pages after his sketch is a photo he labeled “Satterwhite 
Living Room” of a weighty surround with a stamp on the back from “Simmons” in 
Washington D.C. (fig. 47 left).  The same fireplace surround appears in an HSPBC photo 
of Casa Florencia’s living room (fig. 47, right).  Dr. Satterwhite was a keen collector of 
15
th
, 16
th
, and 17
th
 century antiquities and a demanding client.
40
  He may have won the 
debate over which style to use – Mizner’s sketch or the antique.  Mizner, however, 
      
 
Figure 47. Left: Fireplace surround labeled “Satterwhite.”  Mizner scrapbook Fireplaces and Chimneys.  
Mizner Collection.  King Library. (photo by author).  Right: Casa Florencia living room.  Courtesy  of 
HSPBC. 
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designed the show piece of the room - his most spectacular coffered ceiling of Moorish 
design.  These scrapbook entries are some of the few remaining artifacts of Casa 
Florencia’s time.  The estate was demolished in the 1950’s.  
 In the last quarter of the volume, Mizner turns to chimneys.  This topic interested 
Mizner as it worked towards his goal of varying the elevations under the illusion of a 
hilly landscape.  It was a difficult one to research through the media of his time, as his 
small collection would indicate.  His entries are from genres outside of the typical 
Mediterranean Revival style, but are nonetheless telling of what information was 
available on this obscure topic.  He clipped several photos, dimensioned drawings, and 
narrative from Myron Bement Smith’s 1927 Architectural Record article “Northern 
Italian Brick Chimneys, Part One.”41  The article discusses the technical construction 
methods of brick chimneys by Old World architects like Palladio, Michelozzi, and 
Bramante as well as modern kiln operations in Italy – topics seemingly written just for 
Mizner’s purposes.  In addition, he collected a montage of Tudor chimneys designed by 
1920’s American architects such as Warren, Knight, and Davis in Birmingham, Alabama, 
and C. C. Wendehack in New Jersey.  The chimneys were of varying size, material, and 
shape.  On page 175, he arranged a series of line drawings clipped from an Italian 
magazine or reference book showing ornate variations of Spanish and Venetian 
chimneys. 
 Mizner chose to keep his chimneys simple, focusing more on placement, height, 
and quantity.  Either square or rectangle, often with a bell tower effect, Mizner’s 
chimney’s were an important ingredient in adding height and variation to the flat Florida 
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landscape.  While a seemingly small detail, this variation was key to Mizner’s Old World 
Spanish architecture.  
  
Furnishings 
 
Ironworks and Fixtures 
 
 Mediterranean Revival style is often characterized as any built environment with 
stucco, a red tile roof, and ironwork.  While an overly simplistic definition, the 
significance of ironwork in this genre can never be over stated.  It is a definitive element, 
the absence of which would strike any building from this architectural classification.  
Mizner knew this all too well, and began his research on iron early in his career.  Long 
before coming to Palm Beach, he filled the Ironworks and Fixtures scrapbook, with items 
towards the back of the volume dating as early as 1908.  Not every page is filled.  
Organized with the earliest entries to the back, Mizner left spaces frequently, a sign of 
planning for future entries.  The book begins with an entry from Architectural Record 
(December, 1923) of Louis C. Rosenberg’s dimensioned line drawings of old Belgian 
ironwork.  The pages continue in the tell-tale hand of Mizner, with hurried overlapping 
and crowded placement of iron gate photos – the mark of a busy architect in the early 
1920’s.  This collection continues Mizner’s story, unveiling antiquities resources, 
revealing literature he read, and demonstrating how his treasured scrapbooks were central 
to his working methods.  It begins with a man and two mules.  
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 As a prolific traveler of Spain, Mizner collected content, often obscure, that may 
scarcely exist in hardcopy outside of his scrapbooks.  On page 21, he placed a photograph 
from a Spanish newspaper of the tiny provincial town of Arquillos.  A man stands in 
front of a crumbling two story stone murallas (wall) with his mules (fig. 48).  In many 
ways, this photo captures the storied history that Mizner was after for every project he 
designed.  The broken foundation, a sun-worn wood plank door, a viral crack that evades 
repair, the jagged roof line shadow produced by the unforgiving sun, and the iron cages 
over the windows – the last his reason for placing it in this volume.  At first, a seemingly 
 
 
Figure 48.  Newspaper clipping of wall, Arquillos, Spain. Mizner scrapbook Ironwork and Fixtures. 
Mizner Collection. King Library. (photo by author). 
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arcane photo, it becomes clearer if the viewer understands Addison Mizner’s story-telling 
motives as outlined in this study.  With this understanding, it has a perfect fit.  This is one 
of many examples from Mizner’s scrapbooks that proves the necessity for further 
research on this collection, and amplifies the need for preservation.   
 Mizner saved an article in Ironworks and Fixtures, which demonstrated his 
resolve to expand his knowledge on every topic regarding Old World Spanish design.  In 
the Fall of 1915, Architecture magazine published a series titled, “Rejeria of the Spanish 
Renaissance.”42  By this time, Mizner already visited enough Moorish, Gothic, 
Romanesque, and Renaissance Spanish monuments, training his eye, committing these 
iron designs to memory.  He needed the scholarly data of interpretation, design 
motivation, terminology, and construction techniques to fill in the gaps. This article met 
that need deeming it worthy of keeping in the scrapbook.  
 Several drawings and sketches illustrate this volume.  Mizner’s scrapbook 
sketches are characteristically hurried, free-handed, and possess a decidedly artistic spirit.  
This volume contains several beautiful colored drawings of light fixtures on tissue, paper, 
and heavy cotton artist paper.  Drawn from a technical hand, they are typical of those 
found in specification and sales catalogs.  While these disciplined drawings have been 
attributed to Mizner by some social biographers, they fall far from his often whimsical 
drawing style and cursive writing.  They are distinct from any other drawings in his 
scrapbooks, and so are not credited to Mizner here.   
 Mizner did, however, enter many sketches that demonstrate his keeping with the 
original Old World Spanish style, yet making it his own.  The wrought iron candle stand 
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is a quintessential furnishing item of the 15
th
 or 16
th
 Spanish castle, and so it would be in 
many Mizner “castles” as well (fig. 49).  He sketched the details for a two-tiered stand on 
a piece of stationary from the Everglades Rod and Gun Club, Palm Beach.  On the 
backside are two more sketches with the height dimension of 5 feet 4 inches.  It is curious 
for two reasons:  1. Mizner sketched it upside down, perhaps drawing for someone sitting 
across from him; 2. The Everglades Rod and Gun Club was a private hunting club for 
foreign nobility, celebrities, and presidents built in the 1880’s in Everglades City, two 
hours away from Palm Beach by car today.  This creates a mystery around the “Palm 
Beach” location, a mystery unsolved by the HSPBC.43  A version of this candle stand is 
shown in Mizner’s portfolio picture of the dining room in Lagomar.  Mizner designed 
this large estate in 1924 for John Magee.  Built during the rapid growth period of Mizner 
Industries, this dining room has Woodite linen fold paneling, copied from the Salamanca 
panels.
44
  Mizner was installing the originals in his own dining room at Villa Mizner at 
approximately the same time.   
 With his iron workshop set up at Mizner Industries, Addison could manufacture 
any design he created.  Alex Waugh informs us of Mizner’s clever practice of purchasing 
scrap bits of wrought iron, deemed worthy of the junkyard, but holding a value only 
Mizner perceived at the time: 
Scrolls, fractured balusters, strap hinges with no butts, bits of wrought iron 
screening, door furniture , door latches without the latch….the variety endless, the 
condition deplorable.  What I didn’t realise [sic], however, was that there was 
enough left of the original to gauge its design and purpose or that it could be 
repaired and, even more important, enlarged and extended to meet a new 
purpose.
45
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Figure 49.  Top: Mizner sketch of iron candle stand.  Mizner scrapbook Ironworks and Fixtures. Mizner 
Collection, King Library. (photo by author).  Bottom: Lagomar dining room.  Designed by Addison 
Mizner, 1924.  Photo by Frank E. Geisler for Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, pg. 132. 
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Indeed, Mizner produced grilles, doors, lanterns, pot holders, andirons, sconces, cabinetry 
hardware, door clavos, hinges, bistro tables, and iron benches.
46
  
 Mizner often purchased antiques for the purpose of reproduction.  Ironwork and 
Fixtures reveals two additional antiquities sources not previously mentioned: Nicholas 
Martin in New York, and Ottone de Conti in Venice.  Nicholas Martin was an importer of 
antique furniture and art objects on 30
th
 Street in New York City.  He advertised in 
magazines such as The Upholsterer and Good Furniture Magazine in the 1910’s, when 
Mizner lived in New York.
47
  Mizner had several entries from this dealer’s shop 
including a photo of a pair of Italian bronze andirons.   
 On page 165 of Ironwork and Fixtures, Mizner placed a picture of an unusual 
well with a stone base and a decorative iron pulley bracket above (fig. 50, left).  The 
stamp on the back of the photo card states it is from “Maison D’Antiquites, Ottone De 
Conti, Venise.”  It is likely he purchased the well on his Playa Riente shopping trip 
  
 
Figure  50.   
Left: Antique well, 
pg. 165 Mizner 
scrapbook Ironwork 
and Fixtures.  Mizner 
Collection, King 
Library.  
Right: Mizner 
Industries 
reproduction of well. 
Mizner archives. 
Courtesy of HSPBC. 
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to Venice with Nell Cosden.  Mizner modified the design slightly and began producing it 
at Mizner Industries (fig. 50, right).  In addition to this unusual find, he also filled pages 
with photos of bells, pocket watches, keys, nails, door knockers, and sundials.  If 
anything is understood about Addison Mizner from this volume it is that his ambition 
knew no boundaries, and his attention to detail was matchless.  The working methods of a 
serious historicist architect were exacting and time-consuming, a practice dismissed by 
critics as merely copying the past.  
 
 
Furniture 
 
 Addison Mizner’s scrapbook titled Furniture is undoubtedly one of the most 
comprehensive collections of 15
th
 and 16
th
 century Spanish, Italian, and French furniture 
photography in existence today.  A full 200 pages organized by furniture type, this 
scrapbook volume focuses singularly on antique wood furniture.  There are no newspaper 
or journal articles or clippings, and only one loosely drawn Mizner sketch (more of a 
doodle) of a mirror frame with vines and putti.  Arranged in the typical Mizner fashion of 
layering and overlapping content, Furniture is an erudite study of Gothic, Moorish, 
Norman, and Florentine styles leading the viewer into Mizner’s journey of antiques 
procurement and prototype selection for his furniture factory at Mizner Industries.  
 Mizner’s knowledge of Italian and Spanish antiques was encyclopedic.  His 
travels to castles, palaces, cathedrals, and museums of the Mediterranean World trained 
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his eye towards the finest details, granting him the ability to quickly discern between the 
fine and the faux.  As he developed his antique reproduction furniture line through 
Mizner Industries, this first-hand knowledge and his Furniture scrapbook clippings 
became indispensible.   
 In Mizner’s time, photography of antique Old World decorative arts and 
furnishings were uncommon.  Mizner owned two of the most significant sources of such 
photography in his library:  Publisher William Helburn’s 1918 Italian Furniture and 
Interiors and Professor Elia Volpi’s 1927 Gothic and Renaissance Italian Works of Art 
auction catalog.
48
  The Volpi catalog, considered a rare volume in Mizner’s time and 
even more so now, holds particular interest as a reference to the art and antiques world in 
early 20
th
 century America – a world in which Mizner was a long-standing participant.  
 
The Volpi Collection 
 
 Volpi, a well known antiquarian, assembled two important auctions in New York 
in the early 20
th
 century: one in 1916 and a second in 1927.  Many clippings in Mizner’s 
Furniture scrapbook are from the 1927 auction catalog (fig. 51), a 317-page pictorial of 
the finest Italian Renaissance furniture and decorative arts known in the art world.  Volpi 
purchased and restored the Davanzati Palace in Florence in 1910.  He filled the palace 
with Italian Renaissance furniture, a collection which continually evolved as he bought 
and sold pieces.  In 1916, with antique sales in Europe weakened by the war, and with the 
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Figure 51. Top: Collection of Elia Volpi auction catalog, 1927. Bottom: Clippings from Volpi auction 
catalog. Mizner Furniture scrapbook, King Library.  (photos by author). 
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consent of the Italian government, Volpi came to New York to hold the century’s largest 
auction of Italian Renaissance furniture and art through the American Art Association.   
 The 1916 and 1927 collections were a combination of furnishings from the 
Davanzati Palace as well as Volpi’s private collection.  The proceeds from the 1916 
auction were reported at $1 million.  Volpi prefaces his 1927 auction catalog with a 
gracious appeal to the American public, offering a glimpse into the gentle salesmanship 
of an important figure in early 20
th
 century art and antiques:  
  More than a decade has elapsed since my first sale, and I have now come, 
I say regretfully, with the last collection which I shall offer in your country; and I 
have again brought with me the rarest works of art and furniture which I have 
been able to collect in the interim.  I have come, may I say, with the utmost 
confidence of being received by the art lovers in America with that good will and 
deference formerly accorded me, and to which I trust I am again entitled.  I am  
 also looking forward to the pleasure of meeting many visitors – amateurs and 
connoisseurs – at the American Art Galleries, interested in examining and judging 
the exhibition of the objects in my collection, the authenticity of which I can 
guarantee beyond discussion.
49
  
 
Mizner knew the Davanzati furnishings first-hand.  In 1922, on an antique buying trip 
with Nell Cosden for Playa Riente, they visited the Palace in Florence.  Mrs. Cosden had 
Mizner model her dining room and loggia frescoes after the palace, hiring Italian painters 
on the spot.
50
  It is unclear if Mizner purchased any items from the Volpi catalog or if he 
attended the 1927 auction.  He  had only two notable commissions that year, allowing a 
group of friends to assemble his portfolio, Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, to 
promote his career.
51
   
 Other key sources that Mizner used for his Furniture scrapbook included museum 
postcards and souvenir photos.  He collected many postcards bearing photos of 
elaborately carved Gothic cabinetry from the Musée de Cluny in Paris (National Museum 
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of the Middle Ages) (fig. 52, top).  There are no dates on the postcards to tell us when 
Mizner visited the Museum, only mentioning a stop in Paris with Tessie Oelrich in 1905 
in his published autobiography. 
52
   
 Mizner, always conservative in his application of ornamentation, kept the 
majority of his furniture reproductions in line with the simplicity of early Spanish 
furniture.  However, his creation of Woodite enabled the production of Gothic furniture, 
fully carved and ornamented like the originals (fig. 52, bottom).  His mastery of late 
Gothic style is evident in his reproduction of a coffer bearing the characteristic frieze of 
varied carved panels and turned spindles on each corner.  Mizner’s expertise gave him 
license to accurately combine motifs and styles within any Old World genre.  He 
borrowed the claw feet on this coffer from another Gothic photo in his scrapbook.  A 
cabinet maker from Mizner Industries commented, “He [Mizner] imported from Spain 
and then copied.  He also used photographs.  He might change a piece some, but he was 
really after a resemblance to the original.”53  
 Mizner’s Mediterranean Revival style called for a great breadth of assortment in 
wood frame chairs.  The Dante and Savonarola chairs expressed the essence of Old 
World design and were abundant in Mizner’s interior schemes.  A core product in his 
furniture line, he copied several styles directly from the Volpi catalog as well as other 
unidentified sources in his scrapbook.  Especially common in Mizner’s interiors was the 
Renaissance Spanish side and armchair with leather seat and back.  Never willing to 
compromising his standard for historical accuracy, he saved clippings of chair stretcher 
details and nail head designs, filling many pages in this volume in an effort to capture 
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Figure 52.  Top:  Musée de Cluny postcard.  Mizner scrapbook Furniture.  Mizner Collection, King 
Library.  Bottom:  Mizner Industries Woodite catalog Gothic coffer.  Courtesy HSPBC. 
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Figure 53.  Top and bottom:  Mizner’s clippings of chairs.  Mizner scrapbook Furniture. Mizner 
Collection, King Library.  (photos by author). 
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every variation produced in the Old World (fig. 53).   
 Among the pages and pages of Florentine Renaissance chairs, French Gothic 
armoires, and Spanish vargueños, Mizner delights his viewer with several of the lesser 
known furniture categories: hi-chairs for babies, children’s chairs, toddler beds, church 
stalls, lecterns, pulpits, mirror frames, and torchères.  These entries expand our 
understanding of Mizner’s far-reaching interests and curiosities, leaving us to marvel at 
his breadth of knowledge and ambition.  In addition, this content demonstrates his desire 
to have history serve the needs of a contemporary (albeit rich) modern household.  An 
exhaustive volume, Furniture conveys, more than any other, Mizner’s determination for 
supplying the Old World to Palm Beach in a way that would never betray the simplicity, 
romance, and tranquility of another place and time.   
 
Textiles 
 
 Mizner’s scrapbook titled Textiles is a veritable textbook of 14th-16th century 
European fabrics, rugs, and tapestries.  Holding many crumbling pages, it may be one of 
the oldest in the collection judging from its advanced state of deterioration.  While the 
book itself appears significantly aged, the majority of the content dates from the 1910’s, 
and reveals a bit of trivia about early 20
th
 century scrapbooking.  The unnumbered pages, 
marked by small rows of 1/8” dots, are of the self-pasting type, made popular by Mark 
Twain’s scrapbook patent in 1873 (fig. 54).54  While Mizner’s book is not a Twain 
original, it is likely the product of the popularizing of scrapbooking that Twain’s 
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invention sparked in the late 19
th
 and early 20
th
 centuries.  It is the only book in this study 
bearing such marks.  Always the aesthete, Mizner may have selected non-self-pasting 
books after this volume due to the detraction of the beauty of the book by the gummed 
dots.   
 This volume, the 11
th
 in this study, remains consistent in periodical entries that 
demonstrate the comprehensive nature of Mizner’s scholarly readings:  Architectural 
Record, International Studio, Good Furniture Magazine, and the elegant Spanish art and 
culture journal La Espera.  In addition, Mizner’s fascination with the construction of 
material objects is a steadfast theme throughout all of the scrapbooks, and is especially 
 
Figure 54.  Mizner Textile Scrapbook.  Mizner Collection, King Library. (photo by author). 
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prevalent in Textiles.  He cut off irrelevant information on the bottom of an article from 
Architectural Record in an effort to fit the entire piece on his scrapbook page.  The 
article, with title and issue date absent from the clipping, discusses the intricacies of 
tapestry construction stating, “Moreover, in a large proportion of real tapestries, the 
presence of the hidden warp threads is made evident by the way they push up in ridges or 
ribs the weft threads that cover them.”  Another unidentified article on 16th century 
Venetian fabrics explains, “One may tell approximately the quality of the gold lace found 
on certain old vestments, as well as the richness of brocades, by raveling out the thread 
from its spiral metal winding.  If this foundation thread be silk, one need have little doubt 
of the genuineness of the gold or silver encasing it.”  Alex Waugh writes about the cases 
of damasks, brocades, curtains, and pelmets arriving in Palm Beach after one of Mizner’s 
shopping trips to Spain.
55
  In knowing the depths of Mizner’s knowledge, it is easy to 
imagine him unraveling a bit of thread on a brocade fabric in a Spanish antique shop to 
discern the authenticity of the gold.  
 Much of Mizner’s interest in fabrics, like the scrap iron he collected, was to 
supply Mizner Industries with material for upholstering and his local workroom for soft 
goods such as draperies and bedspreads. As Rexford Newcomb described it, 15
th
 and 16
th
 
century Spanish furniture was “strong, simple, structural, serious, even to the point of 
being stiff and uncomfortable…”56  Mizner designed upholstery pieces that overcame this 
discomfort and addressed the needs of modern living.  Particularly in the category of 
overstuffed furniture, his sofas did not attempt to recreate authentically Spanish originals, 
but met contemporary needs for seating comfort in a manner that was nonetheless 
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sympathetic to being in an Old World interior.  Among many fully upholstered pieces, he 
designed a 96” sofa available in muslin or, at a much higher price, in a yellow brocade 
(fig. 55, top).  He saved clippings of Mariano Fortuny’s designs of Medieval and 
Renaissance patterns as inspiration.  Fortuny (1871-1949) grew up in Granada, Spain and 
came from a family of artists.  Like Mizner, he was interested in how things were 
constructed.  As one clipping explains, Fortuny “developed the use of fine, slender 
Egyptian cotton, so that for the price of Chintzes one may obtain all the effects of rare old 
brocades” (fig. 55, bottom).  Like the nail heads for his chairs, Mizner compromised 
nothing to achieve accuracy in his Old World designs.  This lends to a timeless quality 
evident in the fact that fabrics like Fortuny’s are still available today to the design trade.57 
 A proportionally smaller section, Mizner’s rug entries in Textiles offers some 
unique examples of early 20
th
 century professional fine arts photography.  His collages 
include Persian, Andalucian, Moorish, Turkish and various Renaissance and Gothic 
patterned rugs.  Several photographs are stamped “Peter A. Juley & Son, Photographers 
of Fine Arts.”  The highly esteemed Peter A. Juley (1862-1937) studio in New York City 
was active from 1906-1975 on East 39
th
 Street, producing fine arts photography for 
museums, major artists, private collectors, and galleries.  It becomes clear that only the 
most serious and respected establishments hired Juley to convey the value of their art 
objects through photography.  Today, the Smithsonian American Art Museum holds the 
negatives of Juley’s work, part of the Peter A. Juley & Son Collection of 127,000 images 
by more than 11,000 American artists.
58
  These photos, like so many others in Mizner’s 
scrapbooks, continue to tell a story of a well connected architect who sought out the best 
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Figure 55.  Top: Mizner Industries Sofa.  (Courtesy HSPBC).  Bottom: Fortuny Fabric.  Mizner 
scrapbook Textiles. Mizner Collection, King Library. (photo by author).  
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resources available.   
 Finally, Mizner filled many pages of Textiles with Renaissance and Gothic 
tapestry photos, most from magazines and a few from auction catalogs.  The lack of a 
Mizner artwork scrapbook implies that he preferred tapestries to artwork, staying true to 
his model of the Spanish castle.  Aesthetics aside, there was a practicality in tapestries as 
well.  With his ceiling heights at 20 feet or higher, tapestries met the proportions of his 
first floor rooms and were relatively easy to import from Europe.  The tapestry photos he 
placed in Textiles were primarily those found in museums and private collections – the 
best that history can offer and not for sale.  Mizner enjoyed them for their beauty, and so 
we have these entries as a product of true scrapbooking – the act of saving treasured and 
beautiful items (fig. 56).  
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Figure 56.  Tapestries.  Mizner scrapbook Textiles.  Mizner Collection, King Library. (photos by author). 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion 
 ….Florida is given over to the tradition of old Spain, under the influence of that 
genius, Addison Mizner, an architect who will go down in history as one of the hands of 
Fate that has moulded this favoured land.  
       — “As Seen By Him,” Vogue, 1926 
 
 This rise of Mediterranean Revival style in 1920’s Florida is often attributed to 
the need for America’s elite to replace their war-torn European resorts, reducing Mizner’s 
influence to one man being at the right place at the right time.  Mizner’s lifetime journey 
through Spanish/Mediterranean worlds coupled with his desire to create settings of 
complete tranquility, romance, and history is more than the story of an enterprising 
architect seeking his fortune.  Nor is his legacy a happy architectural accident.   
 Mizner identified nascent Florida as a location ripe for the development of his 
Spanish Riviera, with the elements of geography, climate, and an impending Florida land 
boom working in his favor.  The expansion of Henry Flagler’s Florida East Coast 
Railway allowed the flow of building supplies.  Florida’s history as a Spanish outpost, 
combined with sun and water, supplied the appropriate setting for his Mediterranean 
style.  However, taming Florida in the early 20
th
 century was difficult at best.  
 Undeterred by Florida’s challenging environment, Mizner saw potential where the 
obstacles were great:  limited transportation infrastructures, no historicist construction or 
decorative arts resources, a lack of local Old World skilled craftsmen, undeveloped 
indigenous products, swamps, alligators, his own poor health, and lack of funding.  From 
1918 to his death in 1933, Mizner, nonetheless, saw tropical Florida as the appropriate 
ground for his Spanish style, overcoming each obstacle as he met it.   
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 Timing was unkind to Mizner.  By 1927, the depression set in and Florida 
suffered a land bust as well as a devastating hurricane in September of 1928.  He was 
unable to fulfill his dream of a Spanish-Venetian city in Boca Raton.  Palm Beach 
boasted several accomplished Mediterranean Revival architects, with Marion Sims 
Wyeth, Maurice Fatio, and John Volk giving Mizner the most competition.  Mizner’s 
peers were able to cross over into other genres of architecture, while Mizner stayed true 
to his beloved historicist style, alienating clients who were chasing the avant-garde.  His 
commissions slowly disappeared, leaving him near penniless at his passing in 1933.  
Addison Mizner completed 67 buildings in Palm Beach, 27 in Boca Raton, and 10 more 
throughout Palm Beach County.
1
  Thirty-eight have been demolished or severely altered. 
 This study has contributed to the many layers of Addison Mizner’s story, 
expanding our knowledge of his specific working methods, his fervor for historical 
accuracy, and his extensive participation in the art and antiquities world.  The 
examination of Mizner’s scrapbooks firmly establishes his architectural acumen, 
approaching each project in a hand-crafted, meticulous manner, capitalizing on his 
unique strengths as a historicist architect, interior designer, landscape architect, city 
planner, manufacturer, and retailer.   
 Critics of historicist architects have long dismissed their work as a simple re-
hashing of former forms, an easy cloning of the Old World.  Mizner’s scrapbooks 
undeniably demonstrate that reproducing the past was anything but formulaic or easy.  
The successful blending of two centuries, 16
th
 Spain and 20
th
 century America, required 
careful design analysis, a modern needs assessment, and procurement of the appropriate 
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materials.  He embraced every aspect of Mediterranean Revival design, translating Old 
World romanticism not only into the architecture and interior design, but also into the 
landscaping, tea houses, and garden walls that his wealthy clients demanded.  Nothing 
was neglected.  Attending to every detail, his scrapbooks served as an extensive set of 
design source books for the architectural details and furnishings he reproduced in his own 
innovative materials.   
 In 15 short years, Addison Mizner formulated and popularized Mediterranean 
Revival architecture in Florida, a genre still alive today as an applicable architecture for 
this Sunshine State.  This study has revealed his scrapbooks as an important historical 
source towards understanding the daily practices of a Revivalist architect in the early 20
th
 
century as well as shedding light onto the resources available at the time for producing 
Revivalist architecture. I hope that this thesis will encourage further scholarly research of 
Mizner’s journey through his scrapbooks, leading to an enhanced preservation of this 
treasured source of Florida history.  After nearly 75 years at the King Library in Palm 
Beach, the collection remains as a rare glimpse into the workings of an architect who 
refused to trumpet his accomplishments.  Unintentionally, through the scrapbooks, 
Mizner not only provides a personal testimony of his life and times, but illuminates his 
mastery of the Mediterranean Revival style.   
 This thesis was based on the analysis of 11 of the 25 scrapbooks, leaving much to 
be learned about Addison Mizner.  While presenting new information and insights, this 
inaugural study on the Mizner scrapbooks is by no means the final word.  It will surely 
generate questions and curiosities about Mizner and the practice of other historicist 
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architects in the early 20
th
 century.  It is hopeful that this study will only be the first, 
opening the door for further research into the design methods of Addison Mizner and 
others of the era.  
 
 
 
                                                 
Notes - Conclusion  
 
 
1
 Historical Society of Palm Beach County, “Architects:  Mizner in Palm Beach,” Palm Beach 
County History Online, http://www.pbchistoryonline.org/page/mizner-in-palm-beach (accessed June 24, 
2014). 
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APPENDIX  
TITLES OF ADDISON MIZNER’S SCRAPBOOKS AT THE KING LIBRARY,  
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA  
 
Ceilings, Murals, Paneling and Doors* 
Spain and its Provinces* 
English Gothic 
Aztec Primitive 
Scrapbook Textiles* 
Byzantine and Romanesque 
Italy, Rome and Venice 
Gothic* 
Moorish and Near East 
Costumes 
Portraits 
Iron works and Fixtures* 
Cloisters 
Fireplaces and Chimneys* 
Spain and its Colonies, Volume I* 
Romanesque, Volume II 
Spain, Volume III* 
Architecture of the United States* 
Gothic France Louis XVI 
Egypt and the Far East 
Furniture* 
England 
Grecian, Roman and Italian* 
The Coloured Ornament of Modern Times Leipzig 
Modern Times (not titled) 
 
*Contents viewed for this research 
 
